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ABSTRACT
 
The purpose of this project is to teach mathematics
 
through an interactive thematic unit versus traditional
 
methods which gives students a better understanding of
 
mathematical concepts and prepares them for the real world.
 
Through TIMSS research, it has been discovered that the
 
United States does not test well at all in mathematics
 
compared to forty other countries that participated in this
 
study. One of the top countries was Japan. TIMSS also took a
 
look at the curriculum of the United States and Japan to see
 
if there is a correlation between success in the TIMSS report
 
and what is being taught in the classroom. Research showed
 
that the United States mathematics curriculum reports that
 
each year approximately 35 different topics must be covered.
 
In Japan the math curriculum requires only approximately five
 
to seven topics be taught. The traditional math in the United
 
States stresses basics which means rote memorization. That
 
way of teaching was fine when the student's future involved
 
only becoming shopkeepers, farmers, or factory workers. The
 
world today requires its people to be highly technical with
 
advance problem solving skills, and traditional math does not
 
emphasize these skills. Whereas the interactive mathematics
 
approach teaches students to be successful problem solvers.
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CHAPTER ONE
 
General Introductory Remarks
 
This project/will contain a complete thematic unit
 
covering the last six weeks of a semester long consumer math
 
class for seniors. The main theme of this thematic unit will
 
be the preparation of students to enter the world with the
 
necessary arithmetic skills needed to be productive citizens.
 
The unit will use manipulatives and real world simulations to
 
help prepare students for life after graduation.
 
The curriculum will consist of a unit for students who
 
will experience projects and activities that strengthen
 
previously learned mathematical ideas and skills and blend
 
them with new concepts. The integration of those concepts
 
into meaningful activities will be the main emphasis of this
 
project. Different learning styles will be addressed in this
 
curriculum which will be basically of a progressive style
 
integrating a substantial review of the basic arithmetic
 
skills with hands on projects and assignments.
 
There is no present curriculum which presently fulfills
 
the needs of certain students. These students are the ones
 
that will be leaving High School and immediately entering the
 
work force. They need to be aware of all the daily and
 
monthly responsibilities that go along with this choice to
 
begin working. For example, they need to know how tp fill out
 
forms, calculate monthly expenses, budgets, use of a
 
checkbook, interpersonal relations, and countless other
 
necessary skills.
 
This unit would be highly successful in educating these
 
students who will be entering the work force, because
 
thematic instruction provides an,effective way to
 
contextualize instruction. It incorporates a concrete
 
learning by doing orientation and has the potential to
 
facilitate cooperative and interactive learning opportunities
 
in the classroom. Cooperative learning can provide
 
opportunities for hands-on activities that result in products
 
on which students perform mental operations, and in
 
situations that engage students in the use of concepts and
 
materials. This also allows for the unit to be easily
 
adaptable for students with limited proficiency in English.
 
The authors of this project are qualified to write this
 
new curriculum, as they both are experienced teachers in
 
their field. One author has been a Consumer Math teacher for
 
the past two years at Capistrano Valley High School, where he
 
took part in the textbook adoption and was in charge of
 
writing the new curriculum for the District. The other author
 
has been a Science teacher for the past two years at Los
 
Alisos Middle School, where he has.developed curriculum based
 
on thematic units and hands-on instruction. He is also a
 
member of the PQR Science committee involved in a four year
 
renovation to update the science department. Both authors
 
contributed to this project by gathering research, writing,
 
and developing the new unit. Involvement in the unit can not
 
be measured, but we both contributed equally to the creation
 
of this masters project.
 
significance of the Project
 
According to the SCANS Report, half of our young people
 
leave school without the knowledge or foundation required to
 
find and hold a good job. These young people and those who
 
employ them, will pay a very high price if something isn't
 
done to help prepare them. It seems that low skills lead to
 
low wages and low profits. Many of these youth will never be
 
able to earn a decent living. In the long run, this will
 
damage severely the quality of life everyone hopes to enjoy.
 
The SCANS Report also states that all high school
 
students must develop a new set of competencies and
 
foundation skills if they are to enjoy a productive, full,
 
and satisfying life. Whether they go next to work,
 
apprenticeship, the armed services, or college, all young
 
people should leave high school with the know-how they need
 
to make their way in the world.
 
Statement of Needs
 
The purpose of this project is to teach mathematics
 
through interactive units versus traditional methods which
 
gives students a better understanding of mathematical
 
concepts and prepares them for the real world. The
 
mathematics reform is in much debate. Those who believe that
 
math should be taught in isolation with the main emphasis
 
placed on the rote memorization of math facts and algorithms,
 
On the other side are those who believe that math should be
 
taught interactively with an emphasis based on the
 
application of basic skills through problem solving.
 
The present traditional mathematics curriculum was meant
 
to prepare the people of the 1940's for their lives as
 
shopkeepers, factory:workers, and farmers. The main focus was
 
on basic skills such as adding, subtracting, dividing and
 
multiplication and how to come up with a correct answer. In
 
those times, society hadn't yet developed the need for the
 
more sophisticated math that the students of today need.
 
Today's society requires citizens to be able to solve
 
problems and come up with new solutions when presented with
 
various situations. This is a changing, complex world, and
 
the mathematics curriculum must also change to prepare
 
students to thrive in this new world
 
The problem that students face today is that the math
 
curriculum is not changing enough to meet the needs of the
 
technological world in which they live. In the early 1980's,
 
this was starting to be realized, and it was suggested that
 
more of an emphasis be based on problem solving skills.
 
Unfortunately, this was found to be more difficult and
 
complicated to teach than the traditional methods. Perhaps,
 
this is why it was not, and is not taught in most schools.
 
There is a misbelief of what math really is. Many believe
 
that the memorization of basic skills is what math is all
 
about. The learning of basic skills is actually a vehicle to
 
do mathematics.
 
It is being found that there are different levels of
 
 learning and that teachers and parents should strive to help
 
students achieve more complex learning skills. The different
 
levels are as follows (Aratini, 1996):
 
• restatement of facts
 
• restatement of facts in child's own words
 
• showing or doing, using information
 
• breaking a whole into parts
 
• building a new whole form parts
 
• making judgments from the facts
 
The traditional way of teaching math develops only the
 
first two levels of learning. Teaching math interactively
 
fosters all of the different levels for complete mastery of
 
these skills.
 
Research has shown that the old way of drill and kill
 
math is not effective. Assigning 50 problems where students
 
have to repeatedly add fractions, will not teach children the
 
conceptual understanding of fractions. When the learning is
 
not meaningful to the student, the concepts will not last.
 
Yet, it seems like much of the population in California
 
supports this type of instruction. Students only retain what
 
they have learned and find it useful when it is meaningful to
 
them. Learning is retained and becomes useful when it is the
 
result of a student's own efforts to solve challenging
 
problems that arise from interesting contexts connected to
 
the learner's own experience (Gray, 1995).
 
Math is not simply a group of skills that must be taught
 
in inclusion. Many areas in math are interconnected, and the
 
traditional way of teaching math does not enhance this. The
 
TIMSS Report states that, the mathematics curriculum should
 
include the investigation of mathematical connections so that
 
students can see mathematics as an integrateid whole,
 
explore problems and describe results using graphical,
 
numerical, physical algebraic and verbal mathematical models
 
and representations.
 
With all of the technology that our students now have
 
access to, why are we still drilling them on the skills that
 
a calculator can do? While the author realizes that basic
 
skills are important to the success of our students, we
 
should be placing more of an emphasis on teiaching students
 
higher thinking and problem solving skills that apply the use
 
of their basic skills..
 
A teacher is not Someone who lectures to a student,
 
tells them what to memorize, and applauds them when they can
 
recite what they've memorized. A teacher is a facilitator.
 
Students come into class with a great amount of knowledge. A
 
teacher's primary role should be to concentrate on expanding
 
their student's knowledge, and showing them all of the
 
connections between what they already have learned, and what
 
they are about to learn. Continually having students memorize
 
facts and drill basic skills has been shown to actually
 
impede the development of self-regulatory capabilities and
 
the metacognitive skills students need to become effective
 
problem solvers (Gray, 1995). In today's world, our children
 
will be lost without knowing how to be independent thinkers.
 
Program Plan
 
Goal 1: To aid at-risk students in learning. 
Objective 1: Develop new thematic units. 
Title: Curriculum Development 
Strategy: Obtain a stipend for teachers who
 
develop new curriculima based on thematic
 
units.
 
Measure: 	Thematic units will be submitted to the
 
district for approval and adoption.
 
Objective 2: Use manipulative for hands-on learning.
 
Title: Staff Inservice
 
Strategy: Staff development for preservice teachers
 
on the benefits of manipulatives in the
 
classroom.
 
Measure: 	Classroom observations by administration
 
will include a section for the use of
 
manipulatives.
 
Coal 2: 	 To create interest and increase
 
involvement in mathematics.
 
Objective 3: Use cooperative learning groups to
 
increase interpersonal skills.
 
Title: Teacher - Facilitator
 
Strategy: The teacher must shift from dispenser of
 
knowledge 	to facilitator of learning.
 
Measure: 	Classroom observations by administration
 
will include a section for cooperative
 
learning groups.
 
objective 4: Relate topics to everyday living which 
will give mathematics a context. 
Title: Consumer Math 
Strategy: 	Use thematic units and manipulatives to
 
simulate real world situations and to
 
prepare students for life after high
 
school.
 
Measure: 	Survey of local places of employment in
 
the community where students might work.
 
Limitations and Delimitations
 
The following limitations apply for this project:
 
Lack of formal curriculum development.
 
Lack of textbook.
 
Lack of motivation of students that are never
 
successful.
 
This is a 	simulation and is not real.
 
Not all students are classified at-risk for the same
 
reasons.
 
Not all Consumer Math students are at-risk.
 
Not all students learn the same way.
 
All students interests are stimulated differently.
 
Lack of funding.
 
Lack of cooperation among staff.
 
The following delimitations narrowed the topic to make
 
it manageable. Our initial goal was to have this project be
 
  
 
adopted district wide as a graduation prerequisite. This was
 
not attainable, so we narrowed it down from district wide to
 
one individual high school. Because this project is unproven
 
and not yet been implemented, we again limited its scope to
 
an individual semester long class that all students could
 
take. This again was to broad and we decided that a six week
 
unit that was part of an already existing math class was
 
obtainable. The following unit will be implemented during the
 
Fall 1998 school year, with hopes that it will grow from
 
there into a semester long course.
 
The thematic unit itself was also delimited from a
 
semester long course to a six week unit. We estimated that
 
the entire semester long unit would consist of well over 500
 
pages. Because of this, many of the subjects that we would
 
have liked to cover had to be omitted. The six week unit that
 
was left also had to be shortened to fit into this project.
 
The "fluff" items such as overheads, classroom set-up plans,
 
and detailed lesson plans were left out. Included are the
 
monthly planner, weekly planner, some worksheets, and
 
abbreviated lesson plans.
 
Assumptions
 
The following assumptions apply for this project:
 
• There will be a budget available to pay for in-service 
days for teachers to develop thematic units. 
• The District / Board will approve the unit. 
• The students will be motivated to learn. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
•	 Resources will be available to implement the unit.
 
•	 Other teachers accept and use the unit in their own
 
classes. . .
 
• . 	 Not,every student, needs to take the course.
 
•	 That the TIMSS and SCANS Report are accurate.
 
• . 	 All students are capable of learning..
 
•	 Thematic units / manipulatives are an effective way to
 
teach.
 
•	 That students believe in the concept / simulation, even
 
though it is not real.
 
Definition of Terms
 
The following are terms which we feel need to be defined.
 
Active Learning characterizes instructional strategies
 
which engage students both intellectually and physically as
 
they pursue given classroom assignments. Active learning is
 
contrasted to passive learning in which exposition involving
 
one-way communication between teachers and students is the
 
norm. Active learning involves substantive changes in the
 
ways both students and teachers work together. In active
 
learning, the focus of schooling shifts from teaching to
 
learning, from the passive acquisition of facts to an active
 
application of ideas to problems. In effect, students learn
 
by doing—this is the physical dimension of active learning.
 
Students may gather data, define issues, state problems,
 
generate and test hypotheses, draw conclusions, and report
 
and defend their work before peers. One of the most basic.
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aims of active learning is to create independent learners. At
 
the same time, active learning is directly responsive to the
 
developmental characteristics associated with early
 
adolescence.
 
The expression at-risk is applied to students, still
 
enrolled in school, who for a wide variety of reasons, have
 
failed to identify with the academic values associated with a
 
formal education. These students are deemed to be at-risk of
 
dropping out of school. In a practical sense, all young
 
adolescents are at-risk to some extent, particularly in terms
 
o-f making a serious academic commitment. The developmental
 
period through which they are passing is a volatile time.
 
Intense physical, intellectual, emotional, and social changes
 
mean that few students escape totally unscathed and that
 
nearly all are confronted with major challenges which
 
contradict the central academic purposes of schooling.
 
Cooperative Learning involves the use of collaborative
 
teaching strategies designed to help students learn to relate
 
positively to each other and to work together in groups
 
designed to achieve specific learning objectives. The success
 
of individual students is tied to the success of the group in
 
accomplishing given classroom assignments. The
 
interdependence of group members is influenced by mutual
 
sharing of leadership, resources, tasks, and rewards. Some
 
members of the group may be more highly rewarded if they
 
assume a disproportionate share of responsibility.
 
Cooperative learning emphasizes the development of effective
 
communication skills, social interaction skills, and
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individual accountability and responsibility on the part of
 
each member to reinforce and support others as the group
 
works to understand and accomplish its objectives.
 
The core curriculum represents a set of learning
 
experiences in selected subjects defined by local districts
 
with the guidance of the California State Department of
 
Education which provides students with access to knowledge,
 
skills, and values which all educated citizens should
 
possess. This foundation of learning forms the basis of
 
reasoned decisions and actions by individuals living together
 
in a multicultural society. The core curriculum specifically
 
stresses cultural literacy, scientific literacy, knowledge of
 
the h-umanities, and appreciation for the basic values which
 
sustain our nation. The core: curriculum includes the
 
opportunity to acquire proficiency in the skills of reading,
 
writing, speaking, and listening. These skills are
 
systematically and continuously reinforced in all learning
 
experiences at every grade level. The core curriculum is
 
designed to maintain the future academic and career options
 
of all students and to prepare them to exercise their
 
personal, civic, and economic rights and responsibilities as
 
adults.
 
Early adolescence is used to describe the initial phase
 
of the transition which humans experience between childhood
 
and maturity. Physically, this transition marks the
 
development of secondary sex characteristics for both boys
 
and girls and the first occurrence of menstruation for girls.
 
Physical maturation usually occurs at an earlier age for
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girls than for boys and at varying rates of speed for
 
individuals of both sexes. This time of rapid physical ■ 
development includes marked increases in weight, height, 
heart size, lung,capacity, and.muscular strength. 
Intellectual development also accelerates.for most humans 
during early adolescence with rapid growth occurring in the 
ability to engage in abstract thought processes. 
TO empower is to grant power to another, in effect, to
 
decentralize authority by sharing decision making. In
 
educational settings, power is generally conceived in a.
 
dynamic sense as the ability to mobilize energy within a
 
school district, a school, a classroom, or in the personal
 
life of a student, in order to enhance the ability to achieve
 
significant organizational or individual objectives,
 
Empowerment, the process of awarding power, can be viewed as
 
either a managerial behavior or an instructional strategy. In
 
each instance, empowerment is based on the assumption that
 
individuals, or groups of individuals within an organization
 
are given access to specialized knowledge, skills, and
 
related support systems needed to make and enforce rational
 
decisions. These decisions affect the achievement of
 
objectives for which an individual or group has been given
 
both responsibility and accountability.
 
Heterogeneous grouping is the practice of organizing
 
classroom instruction without direct reference to differences
 
in academic ability among students as measured by
 
standardized tests, teacher observation, or other comparable
 
criteria. A more popular synonym for heterogeneous grouping
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is multlability grouping. This term is seen by many as being
 
mote descriptive and more consistent with the use of language
 
relating to human diversity.
 
The term higher level thinking skills is used to .
 
distinguish between basic cognitive abilities and those which
 
require more abstract thinking processes. The foimier are
 
sometimes referred to as lower or essential skills in
 
contrast to complex, multiple process cognitive strategies.
 
Early adolescence is the period during which the intellectual
 
capacity to engage in higher order thinking begins to emerge
 
for most students. Researchers continue to define thinking
 
processes using varied models. Bloom's taxonomy—although
 
developed some years ago, still remains very useful in
 
describing levels of cognition. His categories include a
 
number of thinking skills and indicate the kind of behavior
 
students are to perform as outcomes of specific types of
 
learning. For example;
 
Knowledge: Define, recognize, recall, identify, label,
 
understand, examine, show, collect,
 
•	 Comprehension: Translate, interpret, explain, describe,
 
summarize, extrapolate.
 
•	 Application: Apply, solve, experiment, show, predict.
 
•	 Analysis:, Connect, relate, differentiate, classify,
 
arrange, check, group, distinguish, organize,
 
categorize, detect, compare, infer.
 
•	 Synthesis: Produce, propose, design, plan, combine,
 
formulate, compose, hypothesize, construct.
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 • Evaluation: Appraise, judge, criticize, decide.
 
Certain thinking processes may be more relevant than
 
others depending upon the subject area or the learning tasks
 
involved. It is particularly important to note that higher
 
order thinking skills are not reading dependent. Neither are
 
they the result of abilities that emerge after mastery of
 
basic thinking abilities. Students who lack English literacy
 
or who have demonstrated marginal academic performance should
 
still be exposed to learning situations which have the
 
potential to develop naturally evolving abilities for
 
complex, multiple process thinking which accompany the onset
 
of early adolescence.
 
High-risk is sometimes used to reference segments of the
 
at-risk student population which have higher concentrations
 
of those variables most associated with school failure and
 
dropout statistics. Research findings indicate that males who
 
have low self esteem; are deficient in basic skills; feel
 
they have little control over the future; and come from
 
single parent homes in the bottom 25% relative to family
 
income and education represent what can be characterized as
 
the high-risk segment of the student population. These
 
students often develop serious behavior problems and have few
 
meaningful ties to their schools. They typically are from
 
families which move frequently and they may leave school as
 
soon as they are able to obtain menial employment or connect
 
with the marginal sources of income associated with the
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street culture.
 
Homogeneous grouping or tracking is the practice of
 
organizing classrooms and groups of students within
 
classrooms according to intellectual ability as measured by
 
standardized test scores, literacy levels, teacher
 
perceptions, and general academic performance. The practice
 
is highly institutionalized in American schools even though
 
extensive research data show that poor and ethnic minority
 
students are massively over represented in the lowest ability
 
groups or tracks. Research findings also indicate that
 
ability grouping is often based on subjective judgments,
 
occurs as early as the primary grades, and condemns the
 
majority of students to the same track throughout the
 
remainder of their school lives. Students in low ability
 
tracks suffer impaired self esteem, achieve far below their
 
potential ability, and are reflected by accelerating drop out
 
statistics.
 
There are many ways in which individuals learn; these
 
varied approaches to learning represent learning strategies.
 
Some strategies include conscious and definable actions by
 
the learner. Other strategies remain poorly understood and
 
are essentially intuitive and idiosyncratic. As individual
 
learning strategies become more clearly understood,
 
specialists are increasingly able to shape instructional
 
techniques to fit these variations. However, the task is
 
complicated by the fact that the mastery of skills and
 
knowledge associated with each subject often requires quite
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different learning behaviors on the part of students.
 
Manioulatives are objects that appeal to many senses and
 
that can be touched, moved about, rearranged, and otherwise
 
handled by children. They can be objects from the
 
environment, such as money or measuring instrioments, or
 
materials specifically designed to teach mathematical
 
concepts.
 
Preservice teachers are ones who have been around for
 
many years and often hold traditional beliefs concerning the
 
nature of teaching mathematics.
 
The Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills
 
SCANS examined the demands of the workplace and whether our
 
young people are capable of meeting those demands.
 
Thematic Units provide an effective way to contextualize
 
instruction. It incorporates a concrete learning-by-doing
 
style and has the potential to incorporate cooperative and
 
interactive learning opportunities in the classroom. These
 
units are united and based around a common theme.
 
TIMSS stands for Third International Mathematics and
 
Science Study. The study tested many countries in math and
 
Science.
 
Review of Related Literature
 
The authors concentrated their research on four subjects
 
areas: the SCANS Report, the TIMSS Report, Thematic Units,
 
and Manipulatives. These subjects will be covered later in an
 
in depth review of literature in Chapter Two.
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CHAPTER TWO
 
In Depth Review of Literature
 
Secretary's Coinmission on Achieving Necessarv Skills
 
The Secretary's Coitimission on Achieving Necessary Skills
 
(SCANS) examined the demands of the workplace and whether our
 
young people are capable of meeting those demands. In
 
September 1989, president Bush and the nation's governors
 
agreed to six national goals in education to be achieved by
 
the year 2000. By April 1991, a four-part strategy to attain
 
these six goals was announced by President Bush and Secretary
 
of Education Lamar Alexander. This report (SCANS) speaks
 
directly to those goals and to that strategy. It defines what
 
our young people must know and be able to do in order to hold
 
a decent job and earn a decent living. Specifically, the
 
Commission was directed to advise the Secretary of Labor on
 
the level of skills required to enter employment. The report
 
is the result from the discussions and meetings with business
 
owners, public employees, unions, and workers and supervisors
 
in shops, plants, and stores.
 
The overall message was universal: good jobs will
 
increasingly depend on people who can put knowledge to work.
 
What was found to be disturbing was: more than half of our
 
young people leave school without the knowledge or foundation
 
required to find and hold a good job. These young people will
 
pay a very high price. They face the bleak prospects of dead-
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end work interrupted only by periods of unemployment.
 
Two conditions that arose in the last quarter of the
 
20th Century have changed the terms for our young people's
 
entry into the world of work, the two are: the globalization
 
of commerce and industry and the explosive growth of
 
technology on the job. These developments have barely been
 
reflected in how we prepare young people for work or in how
 
many of our workplaces are organized. Schools need to do a
 
better job and so do employers. Students and workers must
 
work smarter. Unless they do, neither our schools, our
 
students, nor our businesses can prosper.
 
SCANS research verifies that what we call workplace
 
know-how defines effective job performance today. The know­
how identified by SCANS is made up of five competencies and a
 
three-part foundation of skills and personal qualities that
 
are needed for solid job performance. These include
 
(Department of Labor, 1991):
 
COMPETENCIES—effective workers can productively use:
 
• Resources — allocating time, money, materials, space, 
and staff; 
• Interpersonal Skills — working on teams, teaching 
others, serving customers, leading, negotiating, and 
working well with people from culturally diverse 
backgrounds; 
• Information — acquiring and evaluating data, organizing 
and maintaining files, interpreting and communicating. 
19
 
  
 
 
 
and using computers to process information;
 
•	 Systems — understanding social, organizational, and
 
technological systems, monitoring and correcting
 
performance, and designing or improving systems;
 
•	 Technology — selecting equipment and tools, applyihg
 
technology to specific tasks, and maintaining and
 
troubleshooting technologies.
 
THE FOUNDATION—competence requires:
 
•	 Basic Skills — reading, writing, arithmetic and
 
mathematics, speaking, and listening;
 
•	 Thinking Skills — thinking creatively, making decisions,
 
solving problems, seeing things in the mind's eye,
 
knowing how to learn, and reasoning;
 
•	 Personal Qualities — individual responsibility, self-

esteem, sociability, self management, and integrity.
 
These eight requirements are essential preparation for
 
all students, both those going directly to work and those
 
planning further education. Thus, the competencies and the
 
foundations should be taught and understood in an integrated
 
fashion that reflects the workplace contexts in which they
 
are applied.
 
We believe, that the most effective way of learning
 
skills is in context, placing learning objectives within a
 
real environment rather than insisting that students first
 
learn in the abstract what they will be expected to apply.
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The five SCANS competencies span the chasm between the
 
worlds of the school and the workplace. Because they are
 
needed in workplaces dedicated to excellence, they are the
 
hallmark of today's expert worker. And they lie behind every
 
product and service offered in today's market.
 
The competencies differ from a person's technical
 
knowledge. For example, both accountants and engineers manage
 
resources, information, systems, and technology. They require
 
competence in these areas even though building a bridge has
 
little to do with balancing a set of books. But in each
 
profession, the competencies are at least as important as
 
technical expertise. The members of the Commission believe
 
these competencies are applicable from the shop floor to the
 
executive suite. In the broadest sense, the competencies
 
represent the attributes that today's high-performance
 
employer seeks in tomorrow's employee.
 
Third International Mathematics and Science Studv
 
TIMSS stands for Third International Mathematics and
 
Science Study. The study tested many countries in math and
 
Science. Of the countries that were involved in this study,
 
Singapore, Korea, and Japan ranked the highest. Twenty-seven
 
countries scored higher than the United States and only
 
thirteen countries scored lower. This statistic becomes even
 
more concerning when you take a look at the countries that
 
scored lower than the United States; i.e. Lithuania, Romania,
 
Cyprus, Iceland. These are hardly power-house countries as
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the United States is said to be.
 
There were a couple of variables that the TIMSS Report
 
showed that may lead to reasons why Americans did so poorly.
 
One reason may be in the number of topics that American
 
students are expected to study each year. The United States
 
mathematics curriculum requires that an average of
 
approximately 35 different math topics be covered each year.
 
Compare this statistic to the countries that tested highly on
 
the TIMSS Report. Countries such as Japan, that tested
 
highly, have a mathematics curriculim that requires
 
approximately only six different math topics be studied each
 
year. Since American students are required to study so many
 
topics, they only learn the surface level of topics, and
 
rarely truly understand the concept. When only six topics are
 
being taught, such as in Japan, students have more time to
 
learn basics in-depth and gain a real understanding.
 
Another factor leading to America's lack of mathematical
 
success may be the lack of focus in the curriculum. There are
 
15,000 school districts in this country and each district has
 
their own vision of what the mathematics curriculum should
 
entail. Also, each state has their individual vision's, as
 
does the federal government. The focus on the educational
 
curriculum in America is a splintered vision. There are many
 
voices trying to decide on a focus, and no conclusions are
 
made. When this is compared to Japan, it is not surprising
 
that we are not nearly as successful as they are. Japan has a
 
single vision of their educational curriculum. The entire
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nation has curriculum that is followed by every school.
 
Actually, this is true of most other countries. The United
 
States is pretty unique with their splintered vision of
 
education.
 
The California Framework and NCTM standards recommend,
 
teaching practices that emphasize problem solving and provide
 
students with hands-on, highly interactive learning
 
experiences (Fernandez, 1995). However, this is not what is
 
typically being practiced in American classrooms. We can
 
better learn how to accomplish this by taking a look at how
 
it is being done in Japan. Japanese students outperform
 
American students on tests of academic achievement,
 
especially in the area of mathematics. The emphasis of the
 
mathematics curriculum in Japan is placed on developing
 
student thinking and reasoning skills. In a typical Japanese
 
classroom, you will find the students are engaged, inventive,
 
and adept at problem solving (Fernandez, 1995>.
 
Perhaps the most obvious difference between how
 
mathematics is taught in America versus Japan lies in the
 
varying goals of the teacher's lesson. The goal of most
 
American teachers is for students to memorize the rules to
 
particular set of math problems, and to solve them and get
 
the correct answer. Whereas, the primary goal, of the-Japanese
 
teacher is to facilitate student thinking and problem solving
 
during lessons (Fernandez, 1995). In the typical American
 
mathematics classroom, the teacher presents the problem (find
 
the area of a triangle), works through the solution step by
 
step (Area=base x height), and then assigns problems for the
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students to solve using the methods they have been shown. The
 
teacher then walks around the room and individually helps
 
those students who need help.
 
On the other hand, in the typical Japanese mathematics
 
classroom, this is reversed. In Japan, the teacher's role is
 
as a facilitator, not an authority between right and wrong.
 
The Japanese student typically works in small groups when
 
presented with a problem. The teacher will put a problem on
 
the board i.e. (How can you find the area of a triangle?),
 
and the small groups will try to come up with their own
 
solution. Once they find a solution they believe is correct,
 
each small group displays it to the class. The class then
 
discusses all of the solutions and decides on the patterns
 
and connections. For example, in this situation it was
 
observed by the students that they could take two triangles
 
and put them together to get a parallelogram. Therefore, they
 
concluded that the formula for the area of a triangle is 1/2
 
base X height. These students have taken ownership of the
 
solution, and it is now meaningful to them, so this will be a
 
skill that they will remember.
 
There are four kinds of questions that most teachers
 
use. They are as follows (Fernandez,1995):
 
1) Name/identify - the teacher asks a student to name and
 
answer without asking for any explanation of how the
 
answer was found.
 
2) Calculate - The teacher asks for the solution to an
 
explicitly stated calculation.
 
3) Explain how or why - The teacher asks for an explanation
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for answers given or procedures carried out.
 
4) 	 Check status - The teacher monitors what everyone else
 
is thinking or doing.
 
In the typical American classroom, the questions went in
 
the order of name/identify, calculate, and explain the
 
process. Usually the check status question was not observed.
 
In the Japanese classrooms, the order was explain, and then
 
check status. The Japanese teachers did refer to the
 
name/identify or calculate questions.
 
Because of the Japanese's approach to mathematics, their
 
classes closely resemble that of professional mathematicians.
 
Students make conjectures, explanations, and justifications
 
to support their mathematical ideas. Truth is determined by
 
the persuasiveness of the argument, by what makes sense, not
 
by the judgment of the teacher (Fernandez, 1995). These are
 
the skills that our American students need to thrive in the
 
complex world in which they live.
 
Thematic Units
 
Thematic Units provide an effective way to contextualize
 
instruction. It incorporates a concrete learning-by-doing
 
Style and has the potential to incorporate cooperative and
 
interactive learning opportunities in the classroom.
 
Cooperative learning can provide opportunities for hands-on •
 
activities that result in products on which students perform
 
mental operations, and in situations that engage students in
 
the use of concepts and materials (Tharp, 1989). These
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features have been identified as characteristics of
 
classrooms that have proved effective for at-risk students
 
(Garcia, 1991). *
 
The central feature of this project involves developing
 
a thematic unit (as contrasted with the traditional subject-

based) approach to instructional organization, and
 
emphasizing cooperative learning groups. The approach was
 
designed to incorporate instructional strategies that
 
emphasize higher order thinking and that have been identified
 
as attributes of schools that are effective for at-risk
 
students (Tikunoff, 1983) and for Hispanic students
 
specifically (Garcia, 1988). We assumed that thematic
 
integration of the curriculum would enable students to
 
encounter mathematical concepts within socioculturally
 
relevant problem-solving contexts that would be more
 
meaningful than the traditional, rote memorization approach.
 
Specifically, we believe that students participating in a
 
thematic unit would perform better and remember more than
 
would their counterparts in traditional mathematics classes.
 
As usually practiced, mathematics instruction is
 
dominated by bottom-up information-processing assumptions.
 
Individual concepts and skills are presented, followed by
 
practice in the application of the skills and concepts.
 
Instruction follows the recitation script described by as the
 
dominant form of interactive teaching in American schools for
 
over 90 years (Tharp and Gallimore, 1988). Teachers ask
 
questions requiring convergent answers, and "successful"
 
students respond with known (presumably correct) information.
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There is little demand to think about what the problems mean,
 
or how to approach them, because all of the problems are
 
generally of the same type.
 
Students are expected, on the basis of such a
 
foundation, to be able to combine skills and concepts
 
appropriately to solve future problems. The demanding nature
 
of this challenge may be appreciated when one considers that
 
the mathematics curriculum has been chopped into small
 
pieces, which focus on the mastery of algorithmic procedures
 
as isolated skills (Schoenfeld, 1988).
 
Unfortunately, many students are unable to put these
 
isolated skills together and derive mathematical meaning from
 
them on their own (Steinberg, 1988). They have special
 
difficulty relating the mathematical problems they have
 
practiced to the varieties of environmental and contextual
 
information to which they apply. In information-processing
 
terms, many students lack environmentally relevant,
 
conceptually driven information to give meaning to the
 
problems posed in mathematics classes (Steinberg, 1988).
 
If instruction is to overcome barriers to learning that
 
result from an inadequate match between the culture of the
 
school and the community backgrounds of cultural minority
 
students, the schools must help those students by
 
demonstrating how rules, abstractions, and verbal
 
descriptions are drawn from the everyday world and how they
 
are applied to it (Tharp, 1989). If the fragmented and
 
decontextualized nature of contemporary mathematics
 
instruction poses barriers to achievement and participation
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for important segments of the population, then the practices
 
that promote integration and provide a meaningful context for
 
learning offer a potential remedy worth trying (Tharp, 1989).
 
Cooperative learning and heterogeneous grouping do not,
 
by themselves, guarantee success. But they can be used to
 
involve students in finding, inventing, and solving problems
 
in familiar contexts, and these procedures enable students
 
and teachers to engage in authentic, subject-based exchanges
 
(Tharp Sc. Gallimore, 1988). Small groups organized around
 
specific tasks make it possible for assisted learning to take
 
place, leading to the internalization of the metacognitive
 
skills students need to regulate their own learning, and such
 
autonomous learning is considered essential to the
 
development of higher order thinking in mathematics (Fennema
 
Sc Peterson, 1985). Learning based on concrete activities
 
rather than textbook abstractions enable learners to make
 
real-world sense of their school experiences. Such
 
Opportunities are likely to be especially important for
 
students whose experience may not be highly congruent with
 
the abstractions of schooling (Tharp, 1989).
 
We believe that thematic units offer a potentially
 
powerful way to assist at-risk students to Connect
 
mathematical concepts and problem-solving strategies to
 
socioculturally relevant experiences. Although there is
 
strong theoretical justification for this view, we must
 
acknowledge a certain tension between instruction that
 
organizes content around themes, on the one hand, and the
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need for comprehensive coverage of the mathematics
 
curriculum, on the other (Thairp & Gallimore, 1988). School
 
administrators and parents are not without justification when
 
they ask the practical question, "Will students who
 
participate in thematic instruction cover the mathematics
 
curriculum for this grade thoroughly?" Data from the Second
 
International Mathematics Study provide evidence of a
 
substantial relationship between what schools actually teach
 
and what students learn (Travers, 1988). Students tend to do
 
well on the topics that are emphasized in the actual
 
curriculum, and conversely, they tend to do poorly on those
 
topics that receive little attention in their schools.
 
Patterns of curricular emphasis vary from nation to nation
 
and, to some extent, from school to school within nations.
 
Thus, there are variations in students' opportunity to learn.
 
In addition to examining the effects of thematic units,
 
we were interested in determining the nature of attitudes
 
toward mathematics among these students, and the effects of
 
instruction on those attitudes. Attitudes toward mathematics
 
and beliefs about the nature of mathematics appear to play an
 
important role in students' achievement and participation in
 
the subject (Silver, 1985). There is a widely held belief
 
among educators that at-risk children experience early and
 
repeated failure in school, resulting in poor academic self-

concept, negative attitudes toward school subjects, and
 
alienation from school. It is important to understand
 
students' conceptions of the nature of mathematics and to
 
know whether they liked or disliked mathematics. For example.
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reports suggested that parental attitudes toward mathematics
 
may direct Hispanic children away from mathematics. For
 
Hispanic and Native American populations, they reported that
 
there is a negative image of math, whereby mathematicians are
 
perceived as remote, sloppy, obsessive and calculating
 
(Cocking and Chipman, 1988).
 
Manipulatives
 
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics's
 
Curriculum and Evaluation for School Mathematics challenges
 
educators to revamp the way mathematics is taught. The
 
teacher must shift from dispenser of knowledge to facilitator
 
of learning (Cooney, 1988). Manipulatives provide one means
 
of reaching that goal. Manipulative materials are objects
 
that appeal to many senses and that can be touched, moved
 
about, rearranged, and otherwise handled by children. They
 
can be objects from the environment, such as money or
 
measuring instruments, or materials specifically designed to
 
teach mathematical concepts, such as base-ten blocks and
 
balances (Kennedy, 1986).
 
Unfortunately, many prpservice teachers are not inclined
 
to use manipulatives in their classrooms. They often hold
 
traditional beliefs concerning the nature of teaching
 
mathematics, because most did not learn with manipulatives
 
themselves (TrueblOod, 1986). Research indicates that a
 
mathematics methods course can have an impact on preservice
 
teachers' beliefs and affect the pedagogies that they employ
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(Ball, 1990). It is particularly important to give preservice
 
teachers the opportunity to construct the same mathematical
 
knowledge that they will be teaching and to integrate
 
manipulatives into the methods coutses (Hollingsworth, 1990).
 
We may even conclude that if we give preservice teachers
 
experience with, and pedagogical knowledge of, manipulatives,
 
we will be addressing one factor necessary to the improvement
 
of mathematics education in this country.
 
Today's mathematics instruction has as its main goal to
 
teach students to be problem solveps-flexible thinkers who
 
can apply mathematical ideas to a wide variety of situations.
 
This goal is much different from that of a few years ago when
 
proficiency in basic paper/pencil computation was the main
 
thrust. Making today's goal a part of one's ongoing
 
mathematics instruction may require a renovation in the way
 
one organizes and teaches their math classes.
 
In order for a student to be a problem solver, they must
 
fully understand math concepts - not just memorize prescribed
 
steps to get correct answers. Many students commonly view
 
math as a collection of arbitrary rules to memorize, and
 
hence they dislike the subject. We teachers must do all that
 
we can to change that misconception. Manipulatives are the
 
tools! Manipulatives are objects students use to actively
 
learn a concept.
 
Teaching a new math concept (regardless of the grade
 
level) should always begin at the concrete stage (where the
 
students are using manipulatives), then move to the semi-

concrete stage (where the students are watching teacher
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demonstrations or using pictures), and finally progress to
 
the abstract stage (where the students are using only
 
numerals). Each new concept introduced with manipulatives
 
makes math come alive for your students and gives meaning to
 
abstract ideas through experiences with real
 
objects. This teaching makes the students active participants
 
in the learning process. Through touching and moving objects,
 
learning takes place and the "light bulb" goes on. The
 
involvement of multiple senses in the learning process tends
 
to make the learning more permanent. In this way learning
 
becomes an active process of building knowledge and making
 
sense.
 
There are many ideas that manipulatives should only be
 
used in the lower grades, and by the fifth or sixth grades,
 
the students can understand the math concepts without them.
 
Not so, learning math requires learners of all ages to
 
actively participate. The skills and concepts introduced to
 
older students are increasingly complex; "concrete"
 
introductions often pave the way to true understanding.
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CHAPTER THREE
 
Calender
 
September
 
•	 Meet with the teachers who will be working with the new
 
unit and set up inservice days.
 
•	 Gather all of the needed materials.
 
•	 Arrange for newspaper delivenry.
 
•	 Talk to Administration about plans for the new unit.
 
October
 
•	 First inservice day to discuss the new unit.
 
•	 Take inventory on materials still needed.
 
November
 
•	 Second inservice day to discuss the new unit.
 
December
 
•	 Begin the unit.
 
Week #1 Earning Monev / Careers
 
Monday Introduction to the thematic unit.
 
Tuesday........ Computing Wages
 
Wednesday Making the Best Job Choice
 
Thursday Finding Out About Careers
 
Friday Finding Out About Careers
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Week#2 Buvina / Maintaining a Car 
Monday Making the Best Decision 
Tuesday Purchasing a Used Car 
Wednesday Buying Automobile Insurance 
Thursday. Repairing Cars 
Friday.. Quiz #1 / Presentation Checks 
Week#3 Renting / Buvina / Improving a Home
 
Monday . . Choosing a Place to Live
 
Tuesday . Renting vs Buying
 
Wednesday...... Paying Mortgages
 
Thursday....... Paying Property Taxes
 
Friday . Home Improvements
 
Week#4 Shopping / Credit
 
Monday......... Computing Change
 
Tuesday........ Best Buys
 
Wednesday Selling and Sale Prices
 
Thursday Credit
 
Friday Quiz #2 / Presentation Checks
 
Week#5 Banking / Budgeting
 
Monday How to Write Checks
 
Tuesday How to Read a Tax Table
 
Wednesday How to Design a Budget
 
Thursday How to Create a Budget on the Computer
 
Friday Quiz #3 / Presentation Checks
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Week#6 Oral Presentations / Final Exam
 
Monday. Oral Presentations
 
Tuesday .Oral Presentations
 
Wednesday...... Oral Presentations
 
Thursday... . . .., Review for Final Exam
 
Friday. Final Exam ' ~
 
Januarv
 
•, 	 End unit.
 
•	 Hand out student suirvey about the unit.
 
•	 Talk to Administration about projecting the unit into a
 
whole semester long class on its own.;
 
Project
 
This thematic unit is designed for secondary students
 
who have a basic grasp of mathematical computation but
 
require additional instruction for applying these skills as a
 
wise consumer. The instruction is provided using a variety of
 
realistic, consumer oriented applications. These applications
 
reinforce and extend student's mastery of basic mathematical
 
concepts.
 
The unit is based on established research and learning
 
theory. The instructional design is centered pn the
 
understanding that people learn and use new skills when they
 
are presented with a real situation that demands a specific
 
skill application. The unit is relevant and students are
 
motivated to learn. Activities in the unit extend into the
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community. For example, students are encouraged to visit
 
supermarkets and car dealerships, to view advertising with a
 
more informed eye, and to talk with people in a variety of
 
occupations to learn how mathematics is applied. The
 
community becomes an extended classroom where the students
 
will use what they learn.
 
Week #1
 
Earning Money / Careers
 
Students will be asked to speculate what they might
 
choose as careers. Some careers suggest hourly wages with
 
overtime, while others suggest salaries. The instructor will
 
explain that people in different careers and jobs are paid in
 
various ways. The students will learn more about how they can
 
compute and project their earnings, which will help them plan
 
for other aspects of their lives.
 
The weekly real world project #1 will have pairs of
 
students examine different jobs in the classified ads. The
 
students will select one job, and use the ad and other
 
resources to find information about what a typical salary
 
might be, the number of hours worked per week, pay periods,
 
and benefits. Possible sources that can be used for this
 
project are the school career center or a human resources
 
professional at a local company. The students will include
 
the data in a detailed description of the job which will be
 
part of the final presentation.
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Lesson #1
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Introduction"
 
The students will acquire the knowledge and
 
understanding of how and why mathematics are
 
used in real world context.
 
Six week schedule. Real World project #1
 
The instructor will hand out the six week
 
schedule and Real World project #1. An
 
explanation will be given to the students
 
setting up the theme for the next six weeks.
 
None.
 
Start working on their Real World project #1.
 
None.
 
Make sure that the students are understanding
 
what is being asked of them for this unit.
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Lesson #2
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Computing Wages"
 
The students will learn how to compute weekly-

wages based on hourly rates.
 
Computing Wages, Working Overtime
 
The instructor will explain the difference
 
between wages and salary. A discussion will
 
be initiated to explain the factors that
 
determine hourly rates for different jobs,
 
including seniority, training, experience, and
 
responsibility.
 
The instructor will divide the class into
 
groups and provide a classified section to
 
each. The students are to find and cut out at
 
least five job ads that advertise different
 
hourly rates. The students are to discuss and
 
identify which kind of job appears to have the
 
best pay.
 
The students will start working on the
 
Computing Wages worksheet.
 
The students will due Working Overtime for
 
homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
Working on their classwork.
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Lesson #3
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment;
 
Closure;
 
"Making the Best Job Choice"
 
The students will learn how to evaluate
 
different jobs and determine which one is
 
better.
 
Making the Best Job Choice, Making the Right
 
Move
 
The instructor will discuss differences
 
between jobs and what the important factors
 
are.
 
The students will work together in pairs and
 
discuss the worksheet Making the Best Job
 
Choice and decide which job is the better one
 
and why.
 
The students will complete the Making the
 
Right Move worksheet for homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #4
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Finding Out About Careers'
 
The students will learn about different types
 
of jobs.
 
Finding Out About Careers
 
The instructor will take the class to the
 
career center, explain about different
 
careers, and how to use the center.
 
The students will work on the Finding Out
 
About Careers worksheet.
 
None.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #5
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Finding Out About Careers''
 
The students will learn about different types
 
of jobs.
 
Finding Out About Careers
 
The instructor will take the class to the
 
career center to finish lesson #4.
 
The students will continue work on the Finding
 
Out About Careers worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they will take it home for homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Week #2
 
Buying / Maintaining a Car
 
The instructor will bring a new car sticker into class
 
and make copies to pass around the classroom. In addition,
 
the instructor needs to bring in many used car advertisements
 
that are detailed in their description of the vehicle for
 
sale. During the examination of this material, begin a
 
discussion about the benefits of buying a new car compared to
 
a used car.
 
The weekly real world project #2 will have the same
 
pairs of students visit a car dealership to investigate
 
buying a new or used car. They are to compare the stickers on
 
three different cars and record their findings. This will
 
also be included in their presentations.
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Lesson #6 "Making the Best Decision"
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
The students will learn important facts that
 
they need to know about new cars, used cars,
 
and to buy or to lease a car.
 
Making the Best Decision
 
The instructor will explain in the form of a
 
discussion the differences between new and
 
used cars, and to buy or to lease a car.
 
The students will work on the Making the Best
 
Decision worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #7
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure;
 
'Purchasing a Used Car"
 
The students will learn how to calculate
 
savings when buying a used car.
 
Purchasing a Used Car
 
The instructor will discuss how the first car
 
a person owns is likely to be a used car, and
 
how dealers often use sales and discounts to
 
attract buyers.
 
The students will work on the Purchasing a
 
Used Car worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #8
 
Objective:
 
Materials;
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Buying Automobile Insurance"
 
The students will learn how to find the total
 
insurance premium based on risk and about the
 
impact of one's driving record and other
 
factors that have an affect on insurance
 
premiums.
 
Buying Automobile Insurance, Automobile
 
Liability Insurance
 
The instructor will talk about how automobile
 
insurance is a major expense for car owners,
 
and discuss the process of purchasing
 
insurance.
 
The instructor will also discuss with the
 
class how the driver of a car is liable, or
 
legally responsible, for any damage done by
 
the car to persons or property, and how
 
liability insurance protects the owner.
 
The students will work on the Buying
 
Automobile Insurance worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework, along with
 
the worksheet Automobile Liability Insurance.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #9
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Repairing Cars'
 
The students will learn how to find the cost
 
of repairs to their car.
 
Repairing Cars, Car Repair Order Forms
 
The instructor will explain how in addition to
 
the purchase price and insurance, the
 
maintenance and repair of a car can be a
 
significant expense.
 
The students will work on the Repairing Cars
 
worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #10
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment;
 
Closure:
 
"Quiz #1 / Presentation Checks"
 
The students will take a quiz and progress on
 
their presentations will be checked.
 
Quiz #1
 
The instructor will administer Quiz #1 and
 
check on status of each groups presentation.
 
The students will take Quiz #1
 
Continue to work on their presentations.
 
Student quizzes will be graded and given a
 
percent grade.
 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Week #3
 
Renting / Buying / Improving a Home
 
The instructor will bring in the classified section of
 
the newspaper dealing with real estate-. As these are
 
examined and passed around the class, the students will be
 
asked to consider all of the factors that go into determining
 
where a person might live. The students should brainstorm
 
factors that impact three certain decisions: choice of
 
location, whether to rent or to buy, and what expenses are
 
involved.
 
The weekly real world project #3 will have the students
 
use the newspaper or go to a real estate office to find a
 
place to live. They are to find ten separate places and
 
compare them all. They are to write up their decision and
 
include it in the presentation.
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Lesson #11
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice;
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment;
 
Closure:
 
"Choosing a Place to Live"
 
The students will learn how to evaluate
 
different places to live and what costs are
 
involved.
 
Choosing Home Sweet Home
 
The instructor will engage the class in a .
 
discussion about what things are important to
 
consider when choosing where to live.
 
The students will work on the Choosing Home
 
Sweet Home worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #12
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment;
 
Closure:
 
"Renting vs Buying"
 
The students will learn how to use the
 
renter's rule to determine the amount of
 
income available for monthly rent and to use
 
the banker's rule to find the amount of money
 
a person may borrow to buy a house.
 
Should You Rent or Buy
 
The instructor will open a discussion with the
 
class by asking how much a person could afford
 
to pay for rent and what are the advantages /
 
disadvantages of renting versus owning.
 
Each student will be given a fictional income
 
and paired with another student. They are to
 
look through the classified section and find
 
rents for a two. bedroom apartment. They are
 
to use their combined incomes to find a place
 
that they can afford.
 
The students will work on the Renting or
 
Buying a Home worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment.. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on ta:sk and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #13
 
Objective;
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Paying Mortgages"
 
The students will learn how to find the
 
monthly payment for a mortgage by using a
 
table.
 
Paying Mortgages, Fixed Rate Mortgage Payments
 
The instructor will introduce the students to
 
some of the types of mortgage plans and
 
terminology.
 
The students will work on the Paying Mortgages
 
worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework, along with
 
the worksheet Fixed Rate Mortgage Payments.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #14
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
'Paying Property Taxes'
 
The students will learn how to compute
 
property taxes and assessed value given the
 
market value and assessment rate.
 
Paying Property Taxes, Calculating Property
 
Taxes
 
The instructor will explain that a person's
 
property taxes usually fund schools, local
 
highway maintenance, and many other services,
 
The students will work on the Paying Property
 
Taxes worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework, along with
 
the worksheet Calculating Property Taxes.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #15 *Home Improvements'
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
The students will learn how to compute the
 
total cost of paint and wallpaper using the
 
dimensions of a room.
 
Paint vs Paper
 
The instructor will discuss with the class the
 
different ways to redecorate a room and how to
 
calculate the area of a room.
 
The students will be told that they are going
 
to refinish the classroom floor. The students
 
will measure the classroom floor and calculate
 
the area. They will be divided into groups
 
and each given a different type of flooring to
 
use. They are to discuss which type of
 
flooring would be the most economical.
 
The students will work on the Paint vs Paper
 
worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they.can take it home for homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Week #4
 
Shopping / Credit
 
For many students, clothes shopping is an experience
 
most of them have had and enjoyed. The instructor will ask
 
the students if they have had any experience with using
 
credit cards, shopping at sales, or even making their own
 
clothes. Discuss with the students some of the ways in which
 
mathematical concepts may apply to shopping.
 
The weekly real world project #4 will have the same
 
students go to five different stores and compare the prices
 
of certain items. They will record the regular price, sale
 
price, percent of discount, and the amount of the discount.
 
This will also be included in the final presentation.
 
They will also go to a grocery store and compare
 
different sizes of a particular product. They will record
 
the size and compute the price per unit, as well as, record
 
the nutritional value. A report on which size would be the
 
best buy should also be included in the final project.
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Lesson #16
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice;
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Computing Change"
 
The students will learn how to calculate
 
change.
 
Computing Change, Newspaper Ads
 
The instructor will show the class how to
 
compute change.
 
The class will be divided into groups and each
 
group will create a list of at least five
 
items to be purchased. They will use the ads
 
from the newspaper to get the prices of their
 
items. They are to get as close to one
 
hundred dollars as possible without going
 
over. They are to then calculate their
 
change.
 
The students will work on the Computing Change
 
worksheet..
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #17
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice;
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure;
 
'Best Buys'
 
The students will learn how to calculate the
 
unit price and compare to find the best deal.
 
Shopping for the Best Buy, It's a Deal
 
The instructor will collect various brands of
 
the same item and bring them to class to show
 
the students how to compare the unit prices.
 
The students will work on the Shopping for the
 
Best Buy worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework, along with
 
the worksheet It's a Deal.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #18
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice;
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Selling and Sale Prices'
 
The students will learn how to determine the
 
the selling price, the sale price, and amount
 
saved on an item.
 
Find the Selling Price, Computing the Sale
 
Price
 
The instructor will ask the students how a
 
retailer decides what to charge for an item
 
and when and why an item would be discounted.
 
The instructor will divide the class into
 
groups and have them design ads for a clothing
 
sale. The students will provide the sale and
 
regular prices. They will then exchange
 
papers and find the sale price and the amount
 
saved on each item.
 
The students will work on the Find the Selling
 
Price worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework, along with
 
the worksheet Computing the Selling Price.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #19
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Credit"
 
The students will learn how to calculate the
 
total payment of a purchase made on credit
 
using a table.
 
Total Payments for Purchases, To Charge or Not
 
to Charge
 
The instructor will discuss with the class how
 
credit works and explain what is meant by
 
terms such as minimum payment and interest
 
rate.
 
The class will be divided into groups and be
 
provided with the finance section of the
 
newspaper. Each group will have to find the
 
best offering of a loan in the amount of
 
$5,000.00 that can be repaid over three years,
 
they are to use the table to figure out what
 
the minimum payment would be and the total
 
payments over the three years.
 
The students will work on the Total Payments
 
for Purchases worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework, along with
 
the worksheet To Charge or Not to Charge.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #20
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
'Quiz #2 / Presentation Checks'
 
The students will take a quiz and progress on
 
their presentations will be checked.
 
Quiz #2
 
The instructor will administer Quiz #2 and
 
check on status of each groups presentation.
 
The students will take Quiz #2.
 
Continue to work on their presentations.
 
Student quizzes will be graded and given a
 
percent, grade.
 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Week #5
 
Banking / Budgeting
 
The instructor will ask the students if any of them have
 
heard of the federal budget and then explain what a budget is
 
and why one is needed. The instructor will also explain why
 
the students should get a bank account and talk about the
 
different kinds.
 
The weekly real world project #5 has the same students
 
going to different local banks and gathering information
 
about different kinds of accounts. They are to then discuss
 
which bank they would choose to open a checking account at.
 
The findings will be included in their final presentations.
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Lesson #21
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice;
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
^^How to Write Checks"
 
The students will learn how to write a
 
personal check using words and digits.
 
Writing Checks, Blank Checks
 
The instructor will have students list ways to
 
pay bills and pay for purchases. When students
 
mention writing checks, show them a blank
 
check and discuss checking accounts.
 
The students will work on the Writing Checks
 
worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #22 "How to Read a Tax Table"
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice;
 
Assessment;
 
Closure:
 
The students will learn how to read a tax
 
table to determine the federal tax due based
 
on filling status and taxable income.
 
Reading Tax Tables, Computing Taxes Owed
 
The instructor will make copies for each
 
students of a tax table from the most recent
 
1040 forms and explain how it is used.
 
The students will work on the Reading Tax
 
Tables worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework, along with
 
the worksheet Computing Taxes Owed.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #23 *How to Design a Budget'
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
The students will learn how to design a budget
 
using needs and wants.
 
Balancing Needs and Wants, Creating a Budget
 
The instructor will discuss with the students
 
the difference between a need and a want and
 
explain how to create a budget.
 
The class will be divided into groups and each
 
group will have to create a budget based on a
 
monthly income of $1,200.00. Each group
 
should have at least six expense categories
 
and assign a percent of the budget to each.
 
The students will work on the Balancing Needs
 
and Wants worksheet.
 
If the students do not finish the worksheet,
 
they can take it home for homework, they will
 
gather the needed information for the Create a
 
Budget worksheet.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #24
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice;
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"How to Create a Budget on the Computer"
 
The students will learn how to create a budget
 
on the computer using a spreadsheet program.
 
Creating a Budget
 
The instructor will take the students to the
 
computer lab and show them how to use a
 
spreadsheet program to create a budget and
 
print out a graph.
 
The students will work on creating a budget on
 
the computer and printing out a graph of their
 
budget.
 
If the students do not finish their budget,
 
they must make time during lunch or after
 
school to visit the computer lab.
 
Student will be graded with the following
 
rubric:
 
4 Completed the entire assignment. 
3 Completed 3/4 of the assignment. 
2 Completed 1/2 of the assignment. 
1 Less than 1/2 of the assignment. 
0 Did not turn in the assignment. 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Lesson #25 

Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Quiz #3 / Presentation Checks'
 
The students will take a quiz and progress on
 
their presentations will be checked.
 
Quiz #3
 
The instructor will administer Quiz #3 and
 
check on status of each groups presentation.
 
The students will take Quiz #3
 
Continue to work on their presentations.
 
Student quizzes will be graded and given a
 
percent grade.
 
Make sure that the students are on task and
 
working on their classwork.
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Week #6
 
Oral Presentations / Final Exam
 
The students will now present all of their real world
 
projects to the class in an oral presentation. They will also
 
review for the final exam.
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Lesson #26 "Oral Presentations"
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure;
 
The students will watch and listen as their
 
classmates present their projects.
 
None
 
The instructor will have each group present
 
and explain their project. A brief discussion
 
will take place afterwards among the students.
 
None
 
None
 
Students will be graded with a project grade
 
sheet. The students will receive a point
 
value out of 100 possible points.
 
Make sure that the students are paying
 
attention to the presentations and are being
 
courteous to their fellow students.
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Lesson #27
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Oral Presentations"
 
The students will watch and listen as their
 
classmates present their projects.
 
None
 
The instructor will have each group present
 
and explain their project. A brief discussion
 
will take place afterwards among the students.
 
None
 
None
 
Students will be graded with a project grade
 
sheet. The students will receive a point
 
value out of 100 possible points.
 
Make sure that the students are paying
 
attention to the presentations and are being
 
courteous to their fellow students.
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Lesson #28 ^^Oral Presentations"
 
Objective:
 
Materials.:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
The students will watch and listen as their
 
classmates present their projects.
 
None
 
The instructor will have each group present
 
and explain their project. A brief discussion
 
will take place afterwards among the students.
 
None
 
None
 
Students will be graded with a project grade
 
sheet. The students will receive a point
 
value out of 100 possible points.
 
Make sure that the students are paying
 
attention to the presentations and are being
 
courteous to their fellow students.
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Lesson #29
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure;
 
"Review for Final Exam"
 
The students will review all of the previous
 
material for the final exam.
 
Review Sheet
 
The instructor will have students break into
 
groups and quiz each other on the topics
 
covered on the review sheet.
 
Students are to ask any questions that they
 
are having trouble with.
 
Study for Final Exam
 
None
 
Make sure that all of the students are
 
participating in the review. Walk around the
 
room and ask questions to probe for
 
understanding.
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Lesson #30
 
Objective:
 
Materials:
 
Procedure:
 
Guided
 
Practice:
 
Independent
 
Practice:
 
Assessment:
 
Closure:
 
"Final Exam"
 
The students will take the Final Exam
 
Final Exam
 
The instructor will administer the Final Exam.
 
The students will take the Final Exam.
 
None
 
Student tests will be given a percent score,
 
out of a total of 100 points possible.
 
None
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CHAPTER FOUR
 
Conclusion
 
Thematic units have a major advantage over traditional
 
teaching pedagogy in the fact that they bring the material
 
into a context that the students find interesting. They also
 
provide the opportunity to engage students in instructional
 
conversations (Tharp and Gallimore, 1991). From a
 
sociocultural perspective, learning takes place first on a
 
societal plane (intermental functioning); the skills,
 
concepts, and understandings acquired in social interaction
 
later become internalized, enabling individual students then
 
to function independently on the intramental plane (Wertsch,
 
1991). This is accomplished when using a thematic unit. The
 
students work together to solve problems and have to go out
 
into society and practice what they have just learned.
 
It takes a considerable amount of careful planning to
 
recognize all of the opportunities that a given theme may
 
present, and time for such detailed planning is hard to
 
acquire amid the daily pressures of teaching. This is why we
 
believe that this unit, given the time needed (inservice
 
planning), it will turn into a semester long course.
 
Program Evaluation
 
We will establish a committee made up of staff members
 
and students who will report on the effectiveness of the
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project. The following criteria will be used by this group to
 
assess the effectiveness of the unit.
 
•	 That at-risk students learning and knowledge of the
 
subject matter have improved.
 
•	 That manipulatives are being used in the classroom and
 
are beneficial in aiding the learning process.
 
•	 That cooperative learning groups are being used in the
 
classroom and are promoting better understanding of the
 
subject matter and interpersonal skills are improving.
 
•	 That students can now relate mathematics to a real world
 
context and understand why they are learning such
 
skills.
 
The committee will write a report on the effectiveness of the
 
unit based on the criteria and submit it to the
 
administration. This report will be part of the process which
 
will hopefully lead to this unit becoming a semester long
 
class offered to all seniors.
 
Recommendations
 
Although thematic units have been used in the primary
 
grades for years, secondary educators have been slow to
 
implement them, if not completely against their use. If one
 
is planning on creating a thematic unit for secondary use, we
 
suggest the following:
 
•	 Find a group of younger or open minded teachers willing
 
to put the time needed into researching a theme.
 
•	 Make sure one has the support of the administration
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before venturing out on a new thematic unit.
 
Integrate different disciplines into the unit.
 
Be sure to include all of the seven learning styles when
 
designing lesson plans.
 
Listen to the students to find out what interests them.
 
Relate the unit into a real world context.
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Appendix A
 
(Worksheets)
 
Computing Wages
 
Hours Rate Solution: $ 5.49
 
X 13
 
13 $5.49
 1647
 
+549
 
The answer Is $71.37. $71.37
 
Directions Computethe wagesfor each example below.
 
Hours
Hours
 
Worked Rate Wages
Worked Rate Wages
 
1) 15 $4.15 21) 39 $4,48
 
2) 40 $3.85
 22) 15 $3.41
 
3) 36 $5.68
 23) 32 ■	 $4.45 
$6.0440 ■ $6.82 24) 19
 
5) 10 $5.76
 25) 33 $4.12
 
6) 30 $6.32 26) 33 $6.97
 
7) 13 $5.19
 27) 16 $4.00
 
8) 24 $4.04 28) 28 $6.31
 
9) 26 $68.20
 29) 18 $56.70
 
10) 35 $4.32 .
 30) 35	 $6.34
 
11) 33 $4.42 31) 27 , $4.12
 
12) 33 $5.54 32) 16 $4.78
 
13) 33 $5,70 33) 9 $7.08
 
14) 12	 $4.00
 34) 26 $5.07
 
15) 23 $4.26 35) 29 $4.06
 
36) 21 $3.69
$6.11
 
37) 13 $3.97
 
16) 39
 
17) 19 $6.68
 
38) 18 , $3.74
18) 20 $5.87
 
19) 16 $57.50
 39) 22 $49.60
 
$4.03 40) 21 $3.40
20) 15
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Working Overtime
 
Example|George,a clerk,earns $6.32 per hourfor a 40-hour week.After
 
40 hours he earnstime and a half. Last week he Worked
 
53 hours. He computed his pay:
 
Step 1: Step 2: Step 3:
 
$ 6.32 Hourly Rate $ 6.32 Hourly Rate $ 9.48 Overtime Rate
 
X 40 Hours X 1.5 (Time and a half) X 13 Overtime Hours
 
$252.80 Regular Wages 3160 2844
 
+632 + 948
 
$9.48J? Overtime Rate $123.24 Overtime Wages
 
Step 4:
 
$252.80 Regular Wages
 
+123.24 Overtime Wages
 
$376.04 Total Wages George earned $376.04.
 
Directions Compute the total wages.Use time and a halffor anytime
 
over40 hours.
 
Hours Total Hours Total
 
Worked Rate Wages Worked Rate Wages
 
1) 42 $8.00 16) 80 $6.76
 
2) 41 $6.65 17) 94 $5.25
 
3) 69 $5.82 18) 72 $5.96
 
4) 77 $5.78 19) 76 $7.46
 
5) 76 $6.57 20) 68 $14.31
 
6) 94 $6.81 21) 64 $7.54
 
7) 51 $5.29 22) 64 $5.54
 
8) 101 $5.50 23) 77 $7.73
 
9) 96 $6.38 24) 70 $7.62
 
10) 80 $5.36 25) 86 $6.98
 
11) 96 $13.70 26) 44 $5.70
 
12) 56 $4.90 27) 103 $12.49
 
13) 66 $4.20 28) 84 $5.06
 
14) 62 $6.22 29) 72 $4.57
 
15) 44 $18.41 30) 91 $7.82
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Making the BestJob Choice
 
Thefollowing advertisement appears in yourlocal newspaper:
 
1) Estimate the monthly wages or salaryfor each position.Use a
 
40-hour work week and a4-week month.Use averages to
 
calculate salaries for piecework and sales positions.
 
2) 	Which position could earn the mostmoney?Why?
 
3) Which position would be the mostidealfor thefollowingjob
 
seekers? Which would be the leastideal? Explain why.
 
a) 	A single parentwith children ages3and5
 
and child care costs of$5.00 per hour
 
Mostideal
 
Leastideal
 
Reason:
 
b) 	A college student attending nightschool
 
Mostideal
 
Leastideal ^
 
Reason:
 
SleepTight Mattress Factory
 
and Showroom needs
 
workers!The following
 
positions are available:
 
Piecework—Work at home
 
sewing labels on mattress
 
covers.$1.15 for each
 
finished cover.Average
 
5 covers/hour.
 
Office/clerical—Part-time.
 
$5.15/hr.,30 hrs./week.
 
Some nights and weekends
 
required.
 
Sales Representatives—Our
 
sales people have average
 
sales of $10,000/month!
 
Outside Sales—Full-time.
 
$1200/month salary plus
 
4% commission.Some
 
travel required. Benefits
 
included.
 
Telephone Sales—Full
 
time.$4.50/hr. plus6%
 
commission. Flexible
 
work schedule. Benefits
 
included.
 
c) A high school graduate,married,no d) A person recoveringfrom a disabling 
children traffic accident 
Mostideal ^ —­ Mostideal ^ ^ 
Leastideal ^ — Leastideal ^ 
Reason: Reason: 
4) Which position would you choose?Why? 
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 Making the Right Move
 
YouVe been workingin retail sales for 2years.YouVe decided you'd like to
 
get ajob in radio.Use your mathematics skills(and the facts below)to
 
calculate ifthis would be a good career move.
 
Radio
 
Sales Broadcasting
 
Salary:$7.50/hr. Beginning salary:
 
plus commission(10%) $19,000/year
 
Avg.work week:45+ Avg.work week:35 hours
 
Paid overtime: yes Paid overtime: no
 
Cost of education/training:$0 Cost of education/training:
 
$8,000/yr.tuition for2years
 
Degree required: High school Degree required:2-year technical
 
graduate or equivalent degree in radio broadcasting
 
Potential for advancement:limited Potential for advancement:strong
 
Highestamountearned in Highest amountearned in
 
one month:$2,500 one month: ??
 
1) Whatis the average monthlysalaryfor a beginning radio broadcaster?
 
Round your answer to the nearest dollar.
 
2) Calculate the costper month oftuition for broadcastschool,
 
rounding to the nearest dollar.
 
3) You can go to nightschooland work at your retailjob during the day.
 
Yourliving expenses are about$1,000 per month.How much would
 
you have to earn per month(after taxes)to payfor tuition plus
 
your living expenses?
 
4) List three reasons(notfinancial)for getting a degree in radio broadcasting.
 
. i)_ —:——_—____ ■ ■ ■ ■ . 
2)
 
3).—^ ^ , : ; ■ " • , ■: . . 
Would this be a good career move? 
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Finding OutAboutTemporary
 
Employment Agencies
 
Mostpeople need ajob to earn money.One wayto find ajob is through
 
an employmentagency.Follow these steps to learn abouthow these
 
agencies work.
 
Step 1 Call or visitsomeone atalocaltemporaryemploymentagency.
 
Lookin the telephone directory yellow pages under"Employment
 
Agencies."
 
Step2	Ask questions aboutwhatthe person does and aboutthejobsshe
 
or he findsfor others.For example,Whatjobs do you have
 
available? Whatservices do you provide? Whatis the payrangefor
 
jobs you find?How do youknow whichjobs are available? What
 
skills do thejobs require? Do you charge afee for helping find a
 
job? Write down any other questions you have.
 
1)
 
2)
 
3)
 
Step3	Choose three ofthejobs youlearned about.Calculate how much
 
you would earn ifyou worked differentnumbersofhours.Fillin
 
the chartbelow.
 
Wages Total
 
Estimated
 Minus
 
Job Hourly Rstp Weekly	 Wages Agency
 
Fees
6 12
20 hr.	 30 hr. 40 hr. 20 hr. 30 hr. 40 hr.
 
months months
 
Step4 Whataresome advantages oftemporaryemployment?How
 
about disadvantages? Write down and discuss your thoughts with
 
the class.
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Car Quest: Making the Best Decision
 
Your 12-year-old gas guzzler finally gave its last gasp and was hauled to the
 
salvage yard.YouVe donesome car shopping,and now you mustmake a
 
decision.Should you buyor lease? Ifyou buy,should you buya new or
 
used car?(Whatever you decide,you will have to finance your purchase.)
 
Read the facts abouteach option and answer the questions below.
 
New Car (Cost:$13,988) Used Car (2 years old)
 
Buy Lease (Cost:$7,500)
 
10%down 0down 10%down
 
Finance over48 months, Lease over24 months, Finance over36 months,
 
9.5% interest $189/month 11% interest
 
6%sales tax(due at purchase) $.15/mile over 12,000 miles/year 6%sales tax(due at purchase)
 
$139license fee(due at Purchase option:$10,000 $89 license fee(due at
 
purchase) at lease end purchase)
 
$340 transportation/handling fee 6%sales tax
 
(due at purchase) (due upon signing lease)
 
$139 license fee
 
(due upon signing lease)
 
$340 transportation/handlingfee
 
(due upon signing lease)
 
1) How much would it cost up frontfor each car? 4) List one advantage ofleasing.Listone 
New(buy) . disadvantage. 
New(lease) ^ 
Used ^ 
2) Whatare the monthlypaymentsfor each car? 
New(buy) ■ 
New(lease) 5) Whywould you buy a used car rather than a 
new car? Listtwo reasons.

Used
 
1)
3) Compute the totalamountyou would payfor
 
each car based on the financingfor each.
 2)
 
(Assume you drive 15,000 miles/year and you
 
would purchase theleased car for cash after2 6) Which car would you choose?Why?
 
years.)
 
New(buy) ■ • 
New(lease) 
Used 
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Purchasing a Used Gar
 
Directions Compute the answers to these problems.Write your answer
 
on theline.
 
1) Derek'buys a$2,230 car with a$580 trade-in.How much extra money
 
does he pay?
 
2) Lisa agrees to pay$157.28 per month for her car.How much willshe pay
 
in9months?
 
3) Marti's car has a sale price of$6,630.How much moneydoes she pay after
 
a $1,090 rebate?
 
4) Tashia's car is guaranteed for 30 days or 4,000 miles(whichever comes first).
 
She boughtthe car on April10 with 48,397 miles on it.On May8,the
 
odometer reads 52,405.Is the guarantee still in effect?
 
5) The ad reads,"$725 or best offer."Ifyour offer of$580is accepted,how
 
much moneywill you save?
 
6) Calvin's car is guaranteed for 30 days or4,500 miles(whichever comes first).
 
Heboughtthe car on July7with 38,472 miles.OnAugust7,the
 
odometer reads 42,950.Is the guarantee still in effect?
 
7) The car Andres wants to buyhas a list price of$7,614.11.The dealer will sell
 
it at5%off.How much musthe pay?
 
8) Your car invoice reads:"Price $1,492.50,dealer preparation $45,
 
transportation $54.50,undercoat$148.80,60-day guarantee $95,tape deck
 
$238.73."Whatis the final cost?
 
9) When Viviana purchases her car,she agrees to pay$126 down and $108.83
 
per month for one year.How much willshe payfor the car?
 
10) Tam paid the dealer $1,410 cash for his car.He also paid $40for license
 
plates,$154.30forinsurance,and6%sales tax.How much did Tam pay
 
for all these charges?
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Buying Automobile Insurance
 
Exampl^ Sarah,who is 18 years old,
 
wants coverages 1A,2A,3C,
 
and 5E.She has had one
 
mov'ng violation. Find
 
her total premium from
 
the chart.
 
Rating Factors:
 
Age 

Under20=+30%
 
20-24=+10% 

25-64=+0% 

Over64=+10%
 
Accidents and
 
Moving Violations
 
1=+30%
 
2= Refuse policy
 
AUTOMOBILEINSURANCEPREMIUM CHART 
1 2 3 4 5 
Liability 
Collision 
(Deductible) 
Medical 
Payments 
Property 
Damage 
Comprehensive 
Fire &Theft 
A $25K/50K $500 $500 $10,000 $500Ded. 
$533.10 $208.70 $ 34.80 $212.80 $ 19.80 
B $50K/100K $300 $1,000 $20,000 $300 Ded. 
$607.40 $281.70 $ 53.60 $217.90 $ 56.90 
C $100K/150K $250 $2,000 $30,000 $250 Ded. 
$649.30 $302.40 $ 70.20 $222.40 $ 61.30 
D $100K/200K $150 $3,000 $50,000 $150 Ded. 
$664.90 $340.80 $ 92.90 $229.60 $127.60 
E $150K/300K $100 $5,000 $75,000 $0.00 Ded. 
$703.20 $378.50 $107.10 $234.10 $158.80 
step 1: 1A= $533.10;2A= $208.70;3C=$70.20;5E == $158.80
 
Step 2: $533.10+ $208.70+ $70.20+ $158.80= $970.80
 
Step 3: Rating factors: Age=30%;Moving violations=30%
 
Step 4: 30% +30%=60%
 
Step 5: $970.80 X .60= $582.48
 
Step 6: $970.80+ $582.48 = $1,553.28(Sarah's annual premium)
 
Directions Computethe annualpremium for these policies.
 
Coverages 

1) IB,2B,3E,4A,5C 

2) IE,2A,3C,4E,5D 

3) lA,2C,3A,4C,5C 

4) 1D,2D,4B,5E 

5) 1C,3E,4E,5E 

6) 1D,2A,3E,4D,5E 

7) IE,2C,3B,4A,5D 

8) 1C,2E,3D,4D,5E 

9) IG,2E,3D,4C,5E 

10) 1C,2B,3E,4B 

11) 1B,2D,4C,5E 

12) 1B,2B,3E,4B,5B 

Accidentsand Annual 
Age Moving Violations Premium 
34 2 
51 0 
58 1 
23 1 
33 1 
36 0 
18 1 
51 2 
65 0 
62 0 
60 1 
27 0 
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Automobile Liability Insurance
 
Example	 Jerod had $100,000/$150,000 liability coverage. He injured 3
 
people in an accident: $30,000; $50,000; and $110,000. Find the
 
insurance payment.Find Jerod's payment.
 
Coverage: Insurance Company's Driver's 
$100,000/$150,000 Payment Payment 
Person 1: $ 30,000 Persons: $10,000* 
AmountsDue Victims: Person 2: 50,000 ,+30,000$30,000;$50,000; Persons: +100,000 Policy limit*
 $40,000$110,000	 Total: $180,000
 
—150,000 Policy limit*
 
$ 30,000
 
♦Remember, the insurance company only pays up to the policy

limit. In this case, Jerod would have to pay the $10,000 that goes
 
over the limit for injury to any one person ($110,000- $100,000

limit), as well as the $30,000 that goes over the policy limit.
 
Directions For each case below, compute the insurance company's 
payment and the driver's payment,if any. 
Insurance 
Company's Driver's 
Coverage Amounts Due Victims Payment Payment 
1) $50,000/$150,000 $20,000; $12,500; $12,500; $60,000 
2) $100,000/$150,000 $110,000; $60,000; $103,000
 
3) $75,000/$125,000 $79,000; $52,500
 
4) $150,000/$300,000 $120,000; $155,000
 
5) $75,000/$125,000 $75,000; $81,000; $3,500; $105,000
 
6) $125,000/$225,000 $112,500 
7) $150,000/$250,000 $4,500; $165,000; $90,000
 
8) $100,000/$150,000 $130,000; $109,000; $5,000
 
9) $150,000/$200,000 $160,000
 
10) $150,000/$225,000 $180,000; $6,000; $180,000 
11) $50,000/$200,000 $7,000; $60,000; $7,000 
12) $75,000/$125,000 $82,500; $52,500; $97,500 
13) $100,000/$225,000 $116,000; $50,000 
14) $75,000/$225,000 $92,000; $37,500; $92,000 
15) $125,000/$250,000 $143,000; $75,000; $87,500 
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 Repairing Cars
 
Example|Erika Jones had the PCV valve and rear
 
WAMF ErIka Jones ratf Oct.:13
 
wheel bearings replaced on her car.To
 
AnnRFR.q 3309 Mace St.. Baltimore 71P n(-»nE 21206
find her total bill, you must:
 
PARTS $PRICE HOURS DESCRIPTION LABOR
Step 1: 	Fill in the parts and work done.
 
PCV valve $7 50 .4 Replace PCV valve $24 00
Step 2: 	Find the price of parts and hours
 
Rear wheel Replace rear

worked from the flat rate chart.
 
bearings 45 62 1.1 wheel bearings 66 00
 
Step 3: 	Multiply hours of labor times $60,
 
and compute the salestax of6%
 
on the parts only.
 
MECHANICAL LABOR $90 00
FRIENDLY MOTORS
Step 4: 	Add to find the total bill.
 
PARTS 53 12

'SALES,SERVICE,& PARTS'
 
AUTHORIZED DEALER
 SALES TAX 3 19
 
TOTAL $146 31
 
Fiat Rate Chart
 
Time	 Time
 
(in 	hours) Repairs Parts (in hours) Repairs Parts
 
.4 Replace PCV valve $ 7.50 5.2 Replace clutch 180.80
 
2.1 Complete tune-up 127.80 1.5 Replace front brake pads 32.95
 
.5 Align headlights	 0 2.5 Install roof rack 126.85
 
1.7 Fix gas tank leak(sealant) 15.00 .7 Align the front end 0
 
1.5 Tighten steering wheel 0 .7 Replace muffler, tail pipe 160.00
 
.7	 Recharge air conditioner and 3.1 Carburetor overhaul 0
 
check for leaks(refrigerant) 30.00 1.1 Replace rear wheel bearings 45.62
 
Directions Fill outa car repair orderform for each repair.Charge$60 per
 
hourfor labor and6%sales tax.Use theformson Workbook
 
Activity 33.Do notcharge sales tax onlabor.Make up
 
addresses and dates.
 
1) Ms.Heather Brunson 3) Mr.Frank Davis
 
Install roofrack ReplacePCV valve
 
Align thefrontend Replace clutch
 
Replacefrontbrake pads

2) Mr.David Chong
 
Replace rear wheel bearings 4) Ms.Emilia Poretti
 
Replace clutch Complete tune-up
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Car Repair Order Forms
 
Directions Make copies oftheseforms to use with theinformation on
 
WorkbookActivity 32.
 
NAME DATE
 
AnnRF.qR 7ipnnnF
 
PARTS $PRICE HOURS DESCRIPTION LABOR
 
FRIENDLY MOTORS 
MECHANICAL LABOR 
'SALES,SERVICE,&PARTS" PARTS 
AUTHORIZED DEALER SALESTAX 
TOTAL 
NAME DATE 
ARDRESS ZIPCODE 
PARTS $PRICE HOURS DESCRIPTION LABOR 
MECHANICALLABOR
 
FRIENDLY MOTORS
 
PARTS

'SALES,SERVICE,& PARTS"
 
AUTHORIZED DEALER
 SALESTAX
 
TOTAL
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Choosing Home SweetHome
 
You and your cat arelookingfor a new apartment.You havejust accepted
 
ajob downtown and,although your 10-year-old car is running,you are
 
trying to save moneyfor a newer one.The ads below appear in your
 
newspaper.
 
Apartment#1 Apartment#2
 
FOR RENT—Unfurnished efficiency apt. in FOR RENT—Large 1-bedroom in older bldg.3
 
highrise on busline. Underground garage. blocksfrom bus.Street parking. Utilities/
 
Heat pd.$475/month + 1 mo.deposit. heat extra. Pets OK.$500/month + $250
 
Month-to-month lease. Call 552-7769. deposit. 1-year lease. Call 559-2105.
 
Apartment#3
 
FOR RENT—Suburban living! 1-bedroom +
 
sunroom.15 minutesfrom downtown.
 
Outdoor pool,workout room,parking
 
spot. Utilities/heat pd.$400/month. 1st &
 
last month rent req.for deposit.6-month
 
renewable lease.Somefurnished units
 
available at $100 extra/month.752-9037.
 
1) Assuming that utilities and heat average$50/month,what
 
is the estimated annualcost ofeach apartment?
 THINKABOUT...
 
Ifyou drove to work,would
 
Apartment#1 ^ '
 you have to payfor parking?
 
Apartment#2 ^ Ifso,how much?Would you
 
increase the wear and tear on
Apartment#3 ^
 
your car? How much would
 
you have to budgetfor gas
 
2) How much would you have to pay up frontto rent and oil?
 
each apartment?
 
Apartment#!
 
Apartment#2
 
Apartment#3 ' !
 
3) List questions to ask thelandlord abouteach apartment.
 
4) Which apartmentwould you choose to rent and why?
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Paying Mortgages
 
DmmweJ James obtained an $84,000,30-year balloon mortgage at 10.5%
 
Percentage of Mortgage
for 5 years. How much does James still owe after five years?
 
Principal Left After5 Years
 
Mortgage Rate Term in Years
 
Term
$84,000 10.5% 30
 
Rate 20Yrs. 30 Yrs.
 
Step 1: Look in the table. Find the percentage at 10.5% for
 
10% 89.8% 96.6%
30 years.The percentage is 96.9%.
 
10.5% 90.3% 96.9%
 
Step 2: Multiply $84,000 by 95.9%
 11% 90.8% 97.2%
 
$ 84,000 11.5% 91.3% 97.4%
 
X .969 12% 91.7% 97.7%
 
756000 12.5% 92.2% 97.9%
 
504000
 13% 92.6% 98.1%
756000
 
13.5% 93.1% 98.3%
$8T,396.00jef
 
14% 93.4% 98.4%
 
The principal remaining atthe end of his 5-year balloon
 
14.5% 93.7% 98.6%
 
mortgage is $81,396.
 
15% 94.1% 98.7%
 
15.5% 94.4% 98.8%
 
16% 94.7% 99%
 
Directions Compute the principal remaining atthe end ofeach 5-year
 
balloon mortgage.
 
Term in Remaining Term in Remaining
 
Mortgage Rate Years Principal Mortgage Rate Years Principal
 
1) $79,000 14.5% 14) $106,000 12% 30
 
2) $89,000 11.5% 30 15) $69,000 13% 20
 
3) $42,000 10% 30 16) $59,000 12% 30
 
4) $64,000 14% 30 17) $84,000 15.5% 30
 
5) $67,000 12.5% 90 18) $1,056,000 11% 20
 
6) $68,000 14% 30 19) $48,000 15.5% 30
 
7) $42,000 15% 30 20) $66,000 14% 20
 
8) $55,000 14% 30 21) $67,000 14.5% 30
 
9) $104,000 12.5% 90 22) $85,000 11.5% 30
 
10) $781,000 16% 30 23) $67,000 10.5% 20
 
11) $98,000 13.5% 90 24) $86,000 10.5% 30
 
12) $104,000 10.5% 30 25) $78,000 12%
 20
 
30
13) $73,000 15% 26) $104,000 15.5% 30
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Fixed Rate Mortgage Payments
 
Example|Mortgage Rate Term in Years
 
Monthly Paymentto Amortize(Repay)
$65,000 12.75% 25
 
a Loan of$1,000
 
Step 1: Look atthe table.The payment at
 
12.75% for 25 years is $11.10. Term
 
Rate 20 Years 25 Years 30 Years

Step 2: $ 11.10 Paymentfor $1,000
 
12.50% $11.37 $10.91 $10.68

_X 65 (Loan is $65,000)
 
$ 721.50 Paymentfor $65,000 10.87
12.75% 11.54 11.10
 
13.00% 11.72 11.28 11.07
Step 3: 12 Months in 1 year
 
13.25% 11.90 11.47 11.26
X 25 Years
 
13.50% 12.08 11.66 11.46
300 Months in 25 years
 
13.75% 12.26 11.85 11.66
 
Step 4: $ 721.50 Paymentfor l month
 14.00% 12.44 12.04 11.85
 
X 300 Months
 14.25% 12.62 12.23 12.05
 $216,450 Total payment
 14.50% 12.80 12.43 12.25
 
14.75% 12.99 12.62 12.45
 
Directions Compute the total paymentfor each ofthese mortgageloans.
 
Term in Total Term in
 Total
 
Mortgage Rate Years Payment Mortgage Rate Years Payment
 
1) $55,000 13.75% 30 14) $46,000 13.5% 25
 
2) $55,000 14% 30 15) $46,000 13.5% 20
 
3) $34,000 13.5% 30 16) $36,000 14.25% 25
 
4) $34,000 13.75% 30 _____ 17) $36,000 14.25% 30
 
5) $50,000 14.5% 25 18) $65,000 13.25% 25
 
6) $50,000 14.75% 25 19) $65,000 13.25% 30
 
7) $102,000 14.25% 25 _____ 20) $105,000 13.75% 25
 
I 8) $102,000 14.5% 25 21) $105,000 13.75% 20
 
!
 
9) $726,000 14.5% 25 _____ 22) $1,100,000 13.25% 25
 
10) $726,000 14.75% 25 23) $1,100,000 13.25% 30
 
11) $108,000 13.5% 30 24) $42,000 12.75% 25
 
12) $108,000 13.75% 30 25) $42,000 12.75% 30
 
13) $57,000 12.75% 30 ' 26) $55,000 13.75% 25
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 Paying Property Taxes
 
Example|	Thetax assessmenton Carol's home Is $32,320> The local tax
 
rate is $3.66 per $100 ofthe assessment.What is Carol's annual
 
property tax?
 
Asssessment Rate per$100
 
$32,320 $3.66
 
Step 1: Step 2:
 
$32,320 - $100 = $323.20 $323.20 X $3.66 = $1,182.9120
 
Solution: 	Carol's annual property tax is $1,182.92.(Round to the next cent.)
 
Directions Compute the propertytax.Round to the nextcent
 
ifnecessary.
 
Rate per Rate per
 
Assessment $100 Tax Assessment $100 Tax
 
1) $42,700 $6.07 21) $6,130 $5.66 
2) $82,100 $5.01 22) $25,000 $2.28 
3) $22,780 $3.51 23) $59,600 $5.19 
4) $42,000 $5.63 24) $81,800 $3.08 
5) $40,000 $3.61 25) $64,900 $3.92 
6) $25,400 $3.42 26) $40,130 $4.26 
7) $43,700 $7.19 27) $88,000 $7.37 
8) $88,200 $4.60 28) $100,900 $7.14 
9) $60,500 $6.23 29) $13,400 $5.16 
10) $235,415 $7.07 30) $777,715 $5.76 
11) $83,730 $4.18 31) $22,540 $4.66 
12) $33,800 $5.65 32) $36,600 $4.98 
13) $94,300 $5.97 33) $75,800 $6.59 
14) $90,220 $3.88 34) $50,600 $6.10 
15) $71,200 $2.10 35) $55,800 $6.22 
16) $42,540 $4.24 36) $11,970 $2.56 
17) $81,200 $1.77 37) $82,100 $3.46 
18) $60,400 $2.69 38) $4,500 $4.25 
19) $59,400 $6.89 39) $29,540 $7,19 
20) $998,815 $5.96 40) $420,215 ■ $6.35 
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Calculating Property Taxes
 
Last year you built an addition on your homethatincluded afamilyroom
 
and bathroom.Youjust received aletter from your county assessor's office
 
informing you that the addition hasincreased the marketvalue ofyour
 
homeby11%.Answer thefollowing questions using the steps provided
 
to cdculate property tax.
 
1) Formerlythe marketvalue ofyour home was$86,000.Whatis the
 
new marketvalue?
 
2) The assessment rate is 36%and the propertytax rate is $35.25 per
 
$1,000 ofassessed value.Whatis your new propertytax?
 
3) Compute your propertytax on an increased marketvalue of15%.
 
4) Compute your property tax on an increased marketvalue of18%.
 
CALCULATING PROPERTYTAXES
 
Step 1: Market Value x Assessed Rate
 
Assessed Value = Assessed Value
 
Step 2: Convertthe Tax Rate to a Percent:
 
Tax Rate Percentage Write as afraction and divide,
 
Step 3: Assessed Value(Step 1)
 
Property Tax X Tax Rate(Step 2)= Property Tax Amount
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Home Improvement:Paint vs.Paper
 
You are buying your first house.It's in good shape,exceptfor the walls in
 
the living room,diningroom,and downstairs bathroom.The seller has
 
agreed to a"decorating allowance,"which meansshe will paythe cost of
 
materials for decorating the walls.
 
Should you paint or wallpaper? Before the seller will payfor materials,she
 
wants to know the cost ofeach.
 
Use the following information to answer the questions below.(Remember
 
the rule:wall area = perimeter offloor X heightofroom.)
 
Dimensions ofrooms Cost of paint Cost of wallpaper 
(all rooms have8 ft. ceilings) $11.99/gallon $16.99/double roll 
Bathroom: Y X Y (1 gallon covers 350 (covers 144square feet) 
Living room: 12'X 16.5' square feet) 
Dining room: 9'X 10' 
1) Whatis the cost of materials for painting the rooms?
 
For wallpapering the rooms?.
 
(Remember to round to the next gallon or double roll.)
 
2) How much would it cost to paint the living room and dining room and wallpaper the bathroom?
 
3) You have afriend who will paintfor $8.00/hour or wallpaper for $14.00/single roll.(These are
 
chargesfor labor and do notinclude the paintor wallpaper.)In one hour,he can paint 120square
 
feet.How much would he charge for painting the three rooms?
 
For wallpapering the three rooms?.
 
4) Which decorating material,paint or waUpaper,would be the best dealfor you?
 
The best dealfor the seller?
 
Explain why.
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Redecorating a Room 
Your room or your homemaybe nice.Still,you can always dosomething 
to make it more your own.Colors,patterns,fabrics—allcan reflect your 
style and taste.Whether that means painting,laying tile,or wallpapering, 
you need to know how to use numbers.Follow these steps to stamp your 
home orspace as"yours." 
Step 1 Measure the width,length,and height ofone or more roomsin 
your home.Make a scale drawing.Graph paper mighthelp. 
Choose a scale that is easy to work with,such as inch on paper 
equals onefootin the room. 
Step2 Go to alocalflooring store.Select a floor covering you like.Geta 
sample,ifpossible.Compute the cost ofusing it to cover the floor 
ofyour room.Include the cost ofinstallation.Do notforgetto 
add the taxes. 
Step3 Decide whether you wantto paint or wallpaper the walls.Go to a 
wall covering store in your communityand select a wall covering 
you like.Ifavailable,getasample.Compute the total costof 
covering the walls in your room.Which is more expensive,paint 
or wallpaper? 
Step4 Consider painting the ceiling.It will have the same surface area as 
the floor.Geta paint chip or sample.Whatis the cost? 
Step5 Summarize the results ofyour investigation on a poster-sized 
chart.Display itin class. 
Step6 Filling in the chart with the information you have gathered might 
be helpful. 
Room Size Floor 
(sq.ft.) 
Area 
Walls 
(sq.ft.) 
Ceiling 
(sq.ft.) Flooring 
Price 
Wallpaper Paint 
Total 
Cost 
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Computing Change
 
Example\ Shaunna paid for purchases of $16.95 with $20.
 
Compute her change. Do	not give morethan
 
nickel,

Shaunna's change was 1 nickel and 3 one-dollar bills.
 dimes,
 
quarters,
 
pennies,
 
$1-bills, or
 
$5-bill.
 
Directions Compute the changefor each ofthese purchases.The answer
 
to Number 1 is 1 dime.
 
Purchase
 
Price Cash Change
 
1) $9.90 $10
 
2) $7.69 $8
 
3) $12.67 $13
 
4) $2.02 $5
 
5) $7.32 $20
 
6) $11.12 $20
 
7) $13.92 $14
 
8) $13.03 $14
 
9) $5.53 $6
 
10) $9.10 $10
 
11) $7.94 $8
 
12) $8.52 $20
 
13) $5.96 $20
 
14) $6.90 $20
 
15) $5.38 $10
 
16) $12.21 $20
 
17) $4.49 $20
 
18) $7.81 $8
 
19) $.11 $10
 
20) $9.37 $10
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Shopping for the Best Buy
 
Example\ 	Vernon could buy a 7-oz. box ofchocolates for $2.50,or he could
 
buy an 11-oz. box ofchocolatesfor $2.75.Which is the better
 
buy? Round answers down to the next lower cent.
 
$2.50^7= $.357	 Since $.25 is lessthan $.35,the 11-oz.
 
box of chocolates is the better buy.
$2.75- 11 = $.25
 
Directions Compute the unit prices and choose the better buyfor each
 
example below.Round answers down to the nextlower cent.
 
Offer 1
 
1 $24.00for20ft.
 
2 $17.61 for 21 ft.
 
3 $14.96for 251b.
 
4 $17.00for 21 lb.
 
5 $16.72for 19in.
 
6 $17.39for25 oz.
 
7 $2.58for 11 ft.
 
8 $7.17for 10ft.
 
9 $8.73for 17yd.
 
10 $12.89for21 sq.ft.
 
11 $4.05for 16 ft.
 
12 $12.71 for 13oz.
 
13 $1.47for7lb.
 
14 $3.29for6ft.
 
15 $14.78 for 19 gal.
 
16 $7.75for 16ft.
 
17 $.91 for 17in.
 
18 $.59for6lb.
 
19 $12.62for 14yd.
 
20 $1.12for 7ft.
 
21 $11.30for 17lb.
 
22 $10.19for 19in.
 
23 $2.92for 17 gal.
 
24 $4.96 for 14sq.ft.
 
Unit Unit 
Price Offer2 Price 
$12.00for8ft. 
$11.41 for 10 ft. 
$21.11 for 241b. 
$15.78for 161b. 
$20.39 for 14in. 
$17.56for22oz. 
$2.33for 13ft. 
$7.58 for 14ft. 
$11.03for 8 yd. 
$15.37for 11 sq.ft. 
$4.14for 19ft. 
$11.19for 13 oz. 
$.96for5lb. 
$4.33 for6ft. 
$17.65for 18 gal. 
$4.93for 18ft. 
$1.06for23in. 
$.35 for3lb. 
$11.44for 20 yd. 
$.62for4ft. 
$11.00for 131b. 
$10.64for 16in. 
$3.83for24 gal. 
$5.05 for 13sq.ft. 
Better
 
Buy
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It's a Deal! Brand Names vs. Generic Products
 
Youshop once a month atFood'N MoreWarehousefor napkins and paper
 
towels,canned goods,frozen foods,and some fruits and vegetables.Food
 
'N More sent you the following advertising flyer:
 
CLIP&SAVE!Name BrandsforLess!
 
SoSweet Apples! RedEye Kidney Beans! Luigl's Pizza!
 
15 1b. bags Case of 128-oz.cans
 
regularly $749, regularly 3/$799,
regularly $799,
 
now$5®^! now$6®®! now3/$629!
 
MilkMade Colby Cheese! California Cole Slaw! Southern
 
4-lb. package 3-Ib. bag
 Bathroom Tissue!
 
regularly $959, regularly $5^9,
 12-roll pkg.regularly $999,
 
now$7791 nowSS^®! now$3491
 
Regular prices of generic products at Food'N More:
 
Apples: ......... ...$2^^/5 lb.bag ColbyCheese:... 
........$199/Ib.
 
KidneyBeans: :.........59<t/can ColeSlaw: ...
 
Pizza: $2^^/pizza Bathroom Tissue: 
.$l^^/4-roll pack
 
1) Compare costs(based on sale prices)ofthe name brandsshownin the
 
flyer with costs ofthe generic brands.Figure costs by unit,for example,
 
per pound or per can,and round to the nextcent.Indicate which is the
 
best buy.
 
Unitcost Unitcost 
SoSweetApples Luigi's Pizza 
Generic apples Generic pizza 
Bestbuy: Bestbuy: 
Southern Bathroom Tissue MilkMade ColbyCheese
 
Generic bathroom tissue Generic colby cheese
 
Bestbuy: Bestbuy:
 
Redeye KidneyBeans California Cole Slaw
 
Generic kidneybeans Generic cole slaw
 
Bestbuy; Bestbuy:
 
2) Are there advantages to buying anyofthe aboveitems atthe higher
 
unit cost? Ifyes,list the items on the back ofthis page and explain why.
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Find the Seiilng Price
 
Example\ When stores set a selling price for an item, managers must
 
consider how much they have to pay for it(cost), how much
 
it costs to pay employees,store rent,and other expenses
 
(overhead^ and how much profitthey want.
 
Cost Overhead Profit
 
$25.04 18% 10%
 
Step 1: Add the percentages step 2; Multiply the cost bythe Step 3: Add the cost and
 
for overhead and for percentage. the markup.
 
profit.
 $25.04 $25.04 Cost
 
18% Overhead >< .28
 + 7.02 Markup
 
+10% Profit $7.0112 = 7.02 Markup
 $32.06 Selling price

28% Markup percent.
 
Directions Compute the selling price for each ofthese materials.Round
 
fractions ofa centto the next higher cent.
 
Cost Overhead Profit Selling Price
 
1) $5.87 31% 19%
 
2) $4.80 10% 12%
 
3) $17.81 8% 12%
 
4) $11.83 36% 10%
 
5) $6.88 19% 19%
 
6) $17.69 27% 18%
 
7) $18,11 20% 26%
 
8) $16.65 12% 33%
 
9) $4.24 23% 14%
 
10) $220.00 16.6% 16%
 
11) $2.63 8% 35%
 
12) $3.55 34% 19%
 
13) $13.12 22% 22%
 
14) $15.90 27% 16%
 
15) $9.79 10% 14%
 
16) $13.34 31% 20%
 
17) $17.62 15% 19%
 
18) $11.87 5% 19%
 
19) $4.31 41% 22%
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Computing the Sale Price
 
Claudia buys$10 earrings with a 32% discount. How much does
 
she pay?
 
Think: 100%-32% =68%
 
$ 10,00
 
X ^
 
8000
 
-f 6000
 
$6.8000
 
Claudia pays $6.80.
 
Directions Use the shortcut method to compute the sale price in just one
 
written step.Round to the next higher cent.
 
Regular Sale Regular 

Price Discount Price
 Price
 
1) $26.00 10%
 18) $23.30
 
2) $17.43 12%
 19) $46.90
 
3) $38.46 26%
 20) $46.84
 
4) $36.32 11%
 21) $5.13
 
5) $46.61
 8% 22) $9.45
 
6) $30.17 38%
 23) $34.60
 
7) $20.70 28% 24)
 $8.73 
8) $35.66 ■ 31% 25) $411.84
 
9) $17.01 16% 26)
 $43.97
 
10) $362.01 31.2%
 27) $39.03
 
11) $40.87 43% 28)
 $17.80
 
12) $26.60 31%
 29) $32.70
 
13) $19.89 44% 30)
 $18.65
 
14) $42.20 39%
 31) $32.99
 
15) $26.67 44%
 32) $30.13
 
16) $6.98 2%
 33) $47.02
 
17) $28.45 25%
 34) $45.44
 
Sale
 
Discount Price
 
36%
 
24%
 
36%
 
8%
 
39%
 
21%
 
3%
 
37.1%
 
. 16%
 
18%
 
12%
 
17%
 
26%
 
17%
 
15%
 
45%
 
41%
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Total Paymentsfor Purchases
 
Example|Larry financed $3,400 worth of
 Monthly Paymentsfor Each $100 Financed
 
furniture at 18% interestfor30
 
Rate 12 Mo. 18 Mo. .24 Mo.	 30 Mo. 36 Mo. 42 Mo.
months.Find Larry's total payment.
 
4% $8.52 $5.74 $4.35 $3.51 $2.96 $2.56
 
Amount Rate Months 5% $8.57 $5.78 $4.39 $3.56 $3.00 $2.61
 
$3,400 18% 30 6% $8.61 $5.83 $4.44 $3.60 $3.05 $2.65
 
7% $8.66 $5.87 , $4.48 $3.65 $3.09 $2.70
 
8% $8.70 $5.92 $4.53, $3.69 $3.14
 
9% $8.75 $5.96 $4.57 $3.74 $3.18 $2.79
 
Step 1: Look in the table.The	 $2.74
 
payment at18% for
 10% $8.80 $6.01 $4.62 $3.79 $3.23 $2.84
 
30 months is $4.17. 11% $8.84 $6.06 . $4.67 $3.83 $3.28 $2.88
 
12% $8.89 $6.10 , $4.71 $3.88 $3.33 $2.93
 
Step 2: Divide to find how many 13% , $8.94 $6.15 $4.76 $3.93 $3.37 $2.98
 
14% $8.98 $6.20 $4.81 $3.97 $3.42 $3.03
$100's are in $3,400.
 
15% $9.03 $6.24 $4.85 $4.02 $3.47 $3.08
$3,400-$100=34
 16% . $9.08
 $6.29 $4.90 $4.07 $3.52 $3.13
 
17% $9.13 $6.34 $4.95 $3.57
$4.12 $3.18
Step 3: $ 4.17 Paymentfor$100
 18% $9.17 $6.39 $5.00 $4.17 $3.62 $3.23
 
X 34 $1GO'S in $3,400 19% $9.22 $6.43 $5.05 $4.22 $3.67 $3.28
 
$ 141.78 Paymentfor $3,400	 20% $9.27 $6.48 $5.09 $4.27 $3.72 $3.33 ,
 
21% $9.32 $6.53 $5.14 $4.32' $3.77 $3.39
$ 141.78 Monthly payment
 22% $9.36 $6.58 $5.19 $4.37 $3.82 $3.44
 
X 30 Months ,23% $9.41 $6.63 $5.24 $4.42
 $3.88 $3.49
 
24% $9.46 $6,68 $5.29 $4.47 $3.93 $3.55
 
.25% $9.51 $6.72 $5.34 $4.52 $3.98 $3.60
 
$4,253.40 Total payment
 
Pirectlons Find the total paymentfor each ofthe purchases below.
 
Follow the example and use the amortization table.
 
Total
 Total
 
Amount Rate Moni Amount Rate Months Payment
 
1) $3,600 23% 36	 12) $1,500 8% 36
 
2) $3,300 .24% 30 13) $1,300 18% 12
 
3) $8,400 21% 42 14) $1,700 18% 18
 
4) $6,300 22% 24 15) $4,900 25% 24
 
5) $3,000 16% 24 16) $1,900 9% 12
 
6) $1,300 9% 42 17) $7,400 19%
 30
 
7) $5,600 25% 36 18) $8,300 11% 42
 
8) $9,300 21% 18 19) $1,200 8% 42
 
9) $5,500 23% 18 20) $5,600 7% 30
 
10) $4,400 5% 42 21) $1,300 15% 42
 
11) $8,200 18% 18 22) $900 18% 24
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To Charge or Notto Charge
 
You have a charge account at Mercers,alocal departmentstore.
 
Theinterest rate is 18% per year,or 1,5% each montiion the
 
unpaid balance.
 
Mercers
 
You wantto buya new coatfrom Mercers.The coat costs $225.00
 050 970 802
 
EXPIRES
plus7%sales tax.You plan to charge it.You currentlyowe$59.00
 JANE W. DOE 08/98
 
on your Mercers account.
 
1) Whatis the total cost ofthe coat with sales tax?
 
2) Whatwill your Mercers charge account balance be after you
 
purchase the coat?
 
3) How much interest would you be charged ifyou pay offyour total
 
Mercers bill over three monthsin three equalinstallments?
 
Oversix monthsin six equalinstallments?
 
4) How much interest would you be charged ifyou paythe minimum
 
monthlypaymentof$25 per month until your coatis paid off?
 
How manymonths would it take?
 
Whatis your total costfor the coat,including interest?
 
5) Which is the better decision—charge or paycash?Why?
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Writing Checks
 
Examp^ Sample Check 
Drawer's name Date check 
and address is written Check number 
\ . : A. 
Payee -
> BETTY RAMOS 
2931 FORESTVIEW DRIVE 
KANSAS CITY,MISSOURI64108 
NO. 520 
,ABA or bank 
ID number 
- Amountof check 
PAYTOTHE 
ORDER OF in numbers 
Amount of check 
in words 
RIVERBANKand Trust Company
Purpose of check
 
1:05 E000flq6»:07 7 B-75 2 10 E"*
 A.
 ■ f \ 
Account number Drawer's signature
 
Directions Write a check to each ofthese persons.Use the blank checks
 
on Workbook Activity52.
 
Payee Amount Date
 
1) TiffanyWiiliams $ 26.94 October 16
 
2) Clyde Hastings $137.11 October 23
 
3) Charles Goff $269.84 November7
 
4) Cassandra Doty $337.49 May3
 
5) Stephen Cheng $496.50 ' October 16
 
6) SumiMaeda $397.00 February28
 
7) ThomasSoto $403.64 December 23
 
8) Edwina Saunders $910.88 February24
 
9) CarolOstman $875.29 October25
 
10) Renee Hanson $964.26 June4
 
11) Andrew Higgs $876.65 October 18
 
12) Kenneth Foell $641.74 February5
 
13) Dafna Jones $783.39 October 12
 
14) Daryl Johnson $490.04 May10
 
15) Selina Peters $563.27 December 14
 
16) RoyWright $129.10 March 22
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Blank Checks
 
Directions Make copies ofthese checks to use with Workbook Activity
 
51.Write in your name,address,and the check sequence
 
number.
 
Your City, Stats,and ZiP Code
 
7-89
 
520
 
PAYTO THE
 
ORDER OF _
 
RJVER BANK anJ Trust Company
 
i:05 E0Q0fl^&i:077 E"'75 E 2U10 E"'
 
Vniir Namo
 
NO
 
YniirAHHmna
 
Yniir r.lty, Rfnfn,anrf TIP Cnria
 
7-89
 
nATP
 520
 
PAY TOTHE
 
nonPB np
 
nni 1 APR
 
RTVERBANK and Trust Company
 
pnp
 
i:05 S000e'^&i:077 E"'75 E Ell 10 Ell'
 
Your City, State,and ZIP Code
 
7-89
 
520
 
PAYTOTHE
 
ORDER OF _
 
RTVERBANK and Trust Company
 
FOR ^
 
»:05E000aS6i:077 E"«75E 2UIQ En"
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Reading Tax Tables
 
Jerry and Lisa Reese are married
 
and filing jointly. Their adjusted
 Tax Tabie Based on TaxableIncome
 
gross income is $26,300. Use If 1040A,line 
19,OR 
If 1040A,line 
19,OR 
the chartto find their tax. 1040EZ,lln87 And you are— 1040EZ,line7 And you are— 
Is— Is— 
The tax will be $3,949. At least But less 
than 
Sin^e 
(and 
1040ez 
Married 
filing 
jointly 
Married 
filing 
sepa 
Head 
ofa 
house 
At 
least 
But 
less 
than 
Single 
(and 
1040EZ 
Married 
filing 
joinliy 
Married 
filing 
sepa 
Head 
ofa 
house 
filers rately hold filers rately hold 
YourlaxIs— Yourtax Is— 
25,000 26,000 
25,000 25,050 3,972 3,754 4,472 3,754 26,000 26,050 4,252 3,904 4,752 3,904 
25,050 25,100 3,986 3,761 4,486 3,761 26,050 26,100 4,266 3,911 4,766 3,911 
25,100 25,150 4,000 3,769 4,500 3,769 26,100 26,150 4,280 3,919 4,780 3,919 
25,150 25,200 4,014 3,776 4,514 3,776 26,150 26,200 4,294 3,926 4,794 3,926 
25,200 25,250 4,028 3,784 4,528 3,784 26,200 26,250 4,308 3,934 4,808 3,934 
25,250 25,300 4,042 3,791 4,542 3,791 26,250 26,300 4,322 3,941 4,822 3,941 
25,300 25,350 4,056 3,799 4,556 3,799 26,300 26,350 4,336 3,949 4,836 3,949 
25,350 25,400 4,070 3,806 4,570 3,806 26,350 26,400 4,350 3,956 4,850 3,956 
25,400 25,450 4,084 3,814 4,584 3,814 26,400 26,450 4,364 3,964 4,864 3,964 
25,450 25,500 4,098 3,821 4,598 3,821 26,450 26,500 4,378 3,971 4,878 3,971 
25,500 25,550 4,112 3,829 4,612 3,829 26,500 26,550 4,392 3,979 4,892 3,979 
25,550 25,600 4,12S 3,836 4,626 3,836 26,550 26,600 4,406 3,986 4,906 3,986 
25,600 25,650 4,140 3,844 4,640 3,844 26,600 26,650 4,420 3,994 4,920 3,994 
25,650 25,700 4,154 3,851 4,654 3,851 26,650 26,700 4,434 4,001 4,934 4,001 
25,700 25,750 4,168 3,859 4,668 3,859 26,700 26,750 4,448 4,009 4,948 4,009 
25,750 25,800 4,182 3,866 4,682 3,866 26,750 26,800 4,462 4,016 4,962 4,016 
25,800 25,850 4,196 3,874 4,696 3,874 26,800 26,850 4,476 4,024 4,976 4,024 
25,850 25,900 4,210 3,881 4,710 3,881 26,850 26,900 4,490 4,031 4,990 4,031 
25,900 25,950 4,224 3,889 4,724 3,889 26,900 26,950 4,504 4,039 5,004 4,039 
25,950 26,000 4,238 3,896 4,738 3,896 26,950 27,000 4,518 4,046 5,018 4,046 
Directions Use the tax chart above to determine the tax duein each case.
 
Write your answer on the line.
 
Adjusted
 
Filing Status Gross Income Tax Due
 
1) Married filing separately $25,262
 
2) Married filing separately $25,329
 
3) Married filingjointly $25,967
 
4) Married filingjointly $25,754
 
5) Head ofa household $26,443
 
6) Single $26,086
 
7) Married filing separately $26,820
 
8) Single $25,295
 
9) Head ofa household $26,192
 
10) Single $25,900
 
11) Married filing separately $26,871
 
12) Married filingjointly $26,563
 
13) Married filing separately $26,607
 
14) Married filing separately $26,594
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Computing Taxes Owed
 
Example)	Nina Tran is filing a single return. Her adjusted gross income is
 
$128,840. Nina usesSchedule Xto help herfigure the tax she owes
 
because her income is $100,000 or more.
 
Solution:
 
$128,840 Adjusted grossincome $10,890.00 $31,832.50 Tax for $117,950
 
—117,950 Nearestamounton Schedule X X .36 + 3,920.40 36% of $10,890.00
 
$ 10,890 Amountover $117,950 $ 3,920.40 $35,752.90
 
Round $35,752.90tothe nearest dollar.
 
Nina owes$35,753.00 in taxes.
 
Schedule X— Usethis If yourfiling status is Single
 
If the amount on Form Enter on
 
1040,line Form 1040,
 
of the
 
37is:	 line 38
 
But not
 amount
 
Over— over—
 over
 
$0 $23,350	 • 15% $0
 
23,350 56,550 $3,502.50+ 28% 23,350
 
56,550 117,950 12,798.50+ 31% 56,550
 
117,950 256,500 31,832.50+ 36% 117,950
 
256,500	 81,710.50+ 39.6% 256,500
 
Directions Use ScheduleXto computetheincome taxon these adjusted
 
grossincomes.Round each answer to the nearest dollar.
 
Adjusted
 
Gross Income Taxes Owed
 
1) $116,197
 
2) $159,195
 
3) $117,375
 
4) $140,630
 
5) $118,629
 
6) $130,952
 
7) $226,314
 
8) $257,419
 
9) $172,218
 
10) $101,046
 
11) $264,779
 
12) $128,362
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Balancing Needs and Wants
 
Design a realistic budgetfor yourself using the followingsteps.Use the
 
chart provided.
 
Step 1: Under the"Needs"heading below,list essentialitems like shelter
 
(apartmentor house),food,clothing,transportation,savings,etc.
 
(Remember to include expensessuch as household insurance.)
 
Under"Wants,"list things that maynotbe essential butwould
 
enrich your hfe,such as a car,yearly vacation,etc.
 
Step 2: Assign a dollar value to each Need and Want.Base the number on
 
estimated cost per month.For example,a car paymentplus
 
insurance maycost$300per month.
 
Step 3: Add the amountsin each column and total both columns.The
 
totalis your monthly"cost ofliving."
 
Step4: Divide the total by 160-—^the number ofhours you workfull-time
 
per month.This is the minimum hourlywage you mustearn,after
 
taxes,to payfor your needs and wants.
 
NEEDS WANTS
 
Item Cost/mo. Item Cost/mo.
 
• 1 "
 
TOTAL NEEDS 1 TOTAL WANTS
 
TOTAl MONTH!Y nnSTOF i lVINJn- $
 
MINIMIJM HOUR!VWAnFRFOlHRFn- $
 
1) Are you currently earning this salary? ^
 
If not,how would you change your budgetto match your salary?
 
2) How else could you make your budgetand income match?
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Creating a Budget
 
Have you ever had to decide how much ofyour moneyto spend for
 
differentitems? Then youknow aboutbudgeting.Budgeting is knowing
 
how much moneyyou have and how much you need to buyfood,pay rent,
 
buybus fare,payfor school supplies,or putinto the bank.This activity will
 
help you think about budgets and howimportanttheycan be.
 
Step 1 Figure outseveral categories ofspending.Some examples are rent,
 
food,entertainment(movies,videos),savings,gas.Write down
 
other categories.
 
1)
 
2)
 
3)
 
Step2	Decide how much you would like to spend every month on each
 
category.
 
Step3	Visit a grocerystore to see how much groceries cost.Visit a movie
 
or video rental store to find outhow much rental costs.Visit a gas
 
station to see how expensive gasoline is.Visitsome apartment
 
buildings to find outhow much housing costs.
 
Step4 Total all your expenses.For each category,calculate its percent of
 
the total.
 
Step5	Fill in the circle graph with the categories and the moneyamounts
 
you have chosen and percentages ofeach.
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Appendix B
 
(Real World Projects)
 
Choosing a Career
 
Lots ofjobs require knowledge ofmath.In Consumer MathematicSy you
 
havelearned about manyways math is used in differentjobs.You can learn
 
more about careers and how math is used in them.
 
Step 1 Pick ajob that interests you.
 
Step2	Talk to someone who has ajob like the one you choose.Think of
 
questions to ask the person.For example,Howlong did you go to
 
school to learn how to do thejob? How did you getthejob?What
 
do you like mostand least aboutthejob? How do you use math in
 
yourjob?Do you use anycharts or graphs?Do you need to take
 
measurements?Do you ever complete anyforms? Ask other
 
questions you have.Write them on the lines below.
 
1)
 
2) 	 ^ ^
 
3)
 
: Step3	Do an oral or written reportaboutwhatyoufind.Include as
 
much information as possible abouthours,wages,overtime,
 
taxes,benefits.Write the report as ifthejob you are talking about
 
is your own.
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visiting a Car Dealership
 
Buying a car thatis rightfor you is important.To get the right car,you
 
probablyconsider the color,make,and year.Think about other details too.
 
Manyofthe things you need to think aboutinvolve numbers.You can find
 
outhow byfollowing these steps.
 
Step 1 	Go to a car dealer.Choose three cars.
 
Step2	Compare the stickers on three cars.Whatare the differences in
 
standard and extra features? Compare gas mileage and price.
 
Ask a salesperson if you do not understand something on the
 
sticker.Ask whatEPA rating is.Ask what destination charge
 
means.Figure outthe tax rate.Geta schedule ofanyfactory-

recommended repairs and find outhow much they will cost.
 
Find out whatthe salesperson's commission is.
 
Step3 Fill in the chart with some ofthe information.
 
Step4	Decide which car you would buy and why.Prepare a reportfor the
 
class on what you did and found out.
 
Car 1
 Car2 Car3
 
Model
 
New or Used?
 
Standard Features
 
Extra Features
 
and Costs
 
EPA Ratings
 
Sticker Price
 
Destination Charge
 
Tax
 
Scheduled Maintenance:
 
Repairs
 
Cost
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Looking for a House
 
Finding an affordable place to live is a major concern for nearly every
 
one.Whether you are looking for a house or an apartment,it will be
 
your home.Follow these steps to find out whatliving in your
 
neighborhood costs.
 
Step 1 Look in the newspaper ads.Find ten housesfor sale in areas
 
you mightlike to live.Look at all the houses listed in one area.
 
Find the average cost ofa house in that neighborhood.
 
Step2 Fill in the chart with the information you havefound.
 
House Price Area Average of All Houses
 
Step3	Think aboutthe benefits ofbuying a home and the benefits of
 
renting a home.Ifyou had your choice,would you buy a place or
 
rent one?Why?
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Comparing Clothes Prices
 
Everybodythinks differently aboutshopping.Some people"shop till they
 
drop."Others go to the store,buywhatthey need,then head for home.
 
Some buythe first thing theysee,others carefully compare price and
 
quality.This activity will help you think abouthow you shop.Follow
 
these steps.
 
Step 1 Make a shortlist ofclothes you mightlike to buy,such asjeans,
 
shoes,and ajacket.If possible,think ofspecific brands that you
 
can compare amongstores.
 
Step2	Decide on two or three clothing stores with moderate prices and
 
two or three"expensive"stores that carry the items on your list.
 
Step3	Go to the stores you have chosen.Find the items on your list. Find
 
your size.
 
Step4	Fill in the chart,noting the store,clothing item,regular price,sale
 
price if any,and which store you mightbuyeach item from.Write
 
down anything else you notice that might help you decide which
 
store to shop.For example,did someone help you? Were they
 
friendly? Did you like the things they sell?
 
Regular Percent Sale
 
Store Item Price Discount Price
 
Other Considerations .
 
Amount Where
 
of Would You
 
Discount Buy Stem
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Comparing Grocery Prices
 
While groceryshopping,have you ever noticed the prices ofsome goods?
 
Often listed along with the price is the unit cost.This is a good clue to
 
the best buy.Another clue is the nutritional label.It lists all sorts of
 
information about calories,sodium,fat,and vitamins.This activity will
 
help you decide whether the cheapest buyis always the best buy.
 
Step 1 Visit a grocery store.Choose severalitems atrandom.Do they
 
display prices based on unit cost? Are nutritional values clearly
 
marked on the foods?
 
Step2	Look for a product,say,cream ofchicken soup.Find the best buy.
 
How manydifferent sizes ofcans,boxes,bags,or frozen packages
 
are for sale? Whatis the best price per unit? Figure out total fat,
 
sodium,calories,and caloriesfrom fatfor one serving.What
 
besides price helps you decide whatis the bestbuy?Besure to
 
consider taste,quantity,storage requirements,and nutritional
 
labeling.
 
Step3 Fill in the chart below.Reporton your findings to the class.
 
Product
 
Amount per Serving
 
Price per
 
Size Unit Total Total
 Calories
 
Total
(lb.,oz.) Fat Sodium
 From

Calories
(g) (mg)	 Fat
 
Other Considerations
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Checking Out Checking Accounts
 
One way people spend moneyis by writing checks.Into the bank,they put
 
moneythey have earned.Then,when they write a check,the amountofthe
 
check is subtracted from the bank account.Checking accounts mayfeel
 
like free money.In reality,costs are associated with them.Maybe you will
 
have a checking accountsometime.Maybe you already have one.This
 
activity will help youlearn more abouthow they work and whatthey cost.
 
Step 1 Visit three or four different banks.Pick up some brochures about
 
savings accounts and checking accounts offered.Someone at a
 
teller window can help you.
 
Step2	Talk with a bank representative abouthow to open an account.
 
Mostbanks offer more than one kind ofchecking or savings
 
account.
 
Step3	Fill in the chart.Compare the differentfeatures ofeach account,
 
such as the costfor checks,whether the bank charges a fee,
 
whether you need a minimum balance,the costfor withdrawals
 
from a cash machine.
 
interest
 
Kind of Service Cost of Minimum Rate
 
Bank Account Charge Checks Balance Earned
 
Step4 Present your findings to your class.
 
Charge Charge
 
For Cash on Over
 
Machine drafts
 
Ill
 
  
 
Filling Outa W-4Form
 
When you begin work at a new job> you fill outaW-4form.It asks about
 
exemptions.These have to do with how much tax willbe withheld,or taken
 
from,each paycheck.The more exemptions you take,the less tax withheld.
 
There are places to go and people who can help ifyou need help filling out
 
aW-4form.You can ask the personnel or human resources depart-ment
 
where you workfor help.You can get help by calling your local Internal
 
Revenue Service(IRS)office.The phone number is fisted in the blue pages
 
ofyour local telephone directory.You can practice asking for help even
 
before filling outa W-4form.
 
Step 1 Think ofsome questions aboutfilling outaW-4form.For
 
example.How do you know iftoo much or too little moneyis
 
being withheld? Maybe you would like a word on the W-4form
 
explained.Write down atleast three questionsin the spaces below.
 
1)
 
2)
 
3)
 
Step2	Call yourlocalIRS office.Explain that you would like some
 
information aboutfilling outa W-4form.Once you have reached
 
a person who can help you,ask your questions.Take careful notes
 
ofthe answers you are given.
 
Step3	Askfor a copyoftheW-4form from theIRS or go to the public
 
libraryand make a copy.Practice filling outtheform.
 
•&st h*r« and giv* ttw carlifieate to your ampioyar.K»«p tha top portion for your racorda. •
Step4 Presentan oralor
 
OMB No.1S4S-0010
Employee's Withholdlsig Allowance Certificate

.o™ w-4
written reportabout
 C*pjnmwit of tn« TrMtuni
 lg)96
 
the information you
 1 Typa or pnnl your kn#name and middle initial laot r 2 Your social aecurity number
 
Home aoortssfnumbar and stroet or rural routs)
found,explaining	 DSingh Q Married C]Married, tiut withtxsld at higher Singh rate,
3
 
Nolet ifrrornKlCU Arcaiyssoaralid orspoused a.nomaidinr hsrv cfiedf VaSMy box.
 
Gty or town,state,andZlPtxxl.	 4 Ifyourlast namodiffersfrom thaton your ooomSsocuntycard,check
which questions you
 
hare and cab 1-800-772-1213 for a now card d
 
5 1
asked and the answers 5 Total number ofjfcwances you are ciainxng(from Cne G above or frcan ttie worksheetson page 2H they apply).
 
8 $
6 Additional amount,if any, you want wtthtieW from each paycheck
 
I claim exemption from withholdimjfor 1995 and I cwtify that I meet BOTH of the followtng conditiona for exemption:
 
a l^t year I fad a rigfit to a refund of ALL Fedard income tax witfihald because I had NO tax ijabilily; AND
 
« This year I expect a refund of AU.Federal Income tax withheld because I oxpect to have NO tax liability.
 
If you meet both conditions, enter"EXEMPT here I 7 I
 
you got.
 
Under penallits of pariuty.I cartify Bi to tn« numbor of wiUViolding iBowancas ctainrMC on tttis carllfiaate or 
Employe's signrture ► 
» lEinployar CompVrta 8 md 10 only * sending to 10 Employer identification numoer 
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Appendix C
 
(Quizzes)
 
Quiz#1 Amount of Sale Tax 
16.01- 16.20 .81 
Amountof Sale Tax 
26.01 -26.20 1.31 
16.21- 16.40 .82 26.21-26.40 1.32 
16.41- 16.60 ;83 26.41-26.60 1.33 
16.61- 16.80 .84 26.61 -26.80 1.34 
16.81- 17.00 .85 26.81 -27.00 1.35 
17.01- 17.20 .86 27.01 -27.20 1.36 
17.21 - 17.40 .87 27.21-27.40 1.37 
17.41- 17.60 .88 27.41-27.60 1.38 
Solve the following problems. 
17.61- 17.80 .89 
17.81- 18.00 .90 
27.61 -27.80 1.39 
27.81 -28.00 1.40 
Use the5%sales tax chartfor problems 1-2. 18.01- 18.20 .91 18.21- 18.40 .92 
28.01 -28.20 1.41 
28.21 -28.40 1.42 
18.41- 18.60 .93 28.41-28.60 1.43 
18.61- 18.80 .94 28.61 -28.80 1.44 
18.81- 19.00 .95 28.81-29.00 1.45 
19.01- 19.20 .96 29.01-29.20 1.46 
1) 	 Dominic purchases a table lamp for $17.86. Compute the total cost,
 
including a 5% sales tax.
 
2) 	 Mario buys a rug for $23.67 and a floor mat for $5.50. Find the total
 
cost, including a 5% sales tax.
 
3) 	 Wanda works as an electrician with the Current Electric Company. She
 
earns $17.25 per hour with time and a half after 40 hours. If she works
 
44 hours Monday through Friday, how much will she earn?
 
4) 	 One day Wanda works from 8:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M., lunches until 1:30, and
 
then works until 5:30 P.M. How many hours does she work?
 
5) 	 Paul receives 89<: for every radio he wires at Benton Electronics. How
 
much will he earn if he completes the wiring on 128 radios?
 
6) 	 Amanda buys a new car whose base price is $8,380.00. She orders an AM/FM
 
stereo radio for $185 and an automatic transmission for $575. She pays
 
$422 for transportation and handling. What is the total price after she
 
receives $1,200 for her trade-in?
 
7) Determine the actual cost, including interest, of a $3,670 used car with ■ 
: a down payment of $200 and 48 monthly payments of $78 each. 
Liability Insurance Premiums
 
Personal injury	 Property Damage
 
Area 10/20 20/40 40/80 75/150 5 10 25 50
 
High Risk $210 $470 $610 $835 $72 $84 $99 $148 
Average Risk $167 $339 $470 $620 $56 $69 $77 $98 
Low Risk $140 $229 $340 $489 $48 $52 $61 $73 
8) 
. 
Michelle wants to buy a 20/40/25 liability insurance policy. How much 
will the total premium be if she lives in an average risk area? Use the 
premium table above. 
, 
9) Geoffrey is a lab technician and earns $9.65 per hour. What are his wages 
for 40 hours? 
10) Estimate Geoffrey's annual wages, based on 50 weeks. 
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Quiz 	#2
 
1) 	 What is the total cost of a pair of shoes priced at
 
$29.99, with a 5% sales tax?
 
2) 	 What is the total cost of 3 pairs of socks priced at
 
$1.29 a pair, with a 6% sales tax?
 
3) 	 A suit regularly costs $375.95. Bob buys it on sale
 
for $268.35. How much does he save?
 
4) 	 A dress normally sells for $45.95. How much does the
 
dress cost after a 20% discount?
 
5) 	 Eric's income is $766 every two weeks. Use the
 
renter's rule to compute the most Eric should spend
 
for rent each month.
 
6) 	 If Eric pays $375.00 for rent each month, what is his
 
total rent paid in one year?
 
7) Ms. Burke earns $32,000 per year and plans to buy a
 
house. Use the banker's rule to determine her maximum
 
i allowable mortgage.
 
i	 . ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ' ' 
|8) Leo wants to buy a house for $128,000 with a 20% down
 
I payment. How much will his down payment be?
 
I ' 	 . . . - ' ■ ' ' ■ ■ • ■ 
19) 	 Tom buys bus fare for himself and his 7-year-old
 
nephew. Full fare is $24.50. Children under 12 ride
 
for half fare. What is the total fare for both
 
tickets?
 
10) 	Sophie buys a couch for $864.00 after a 20% discount.
 
What is the regular price?
 
11) 	Tony buys a desk on sale for $509.60. If the regular
 
price is $639.00, what is the percent of discount?
 
12) 	Barbara buys a kitchen table on January 24 and uses
 
the 90-day plan. By what day must the total be paid?
 
It is not a leap year.
 
4"
 
Use the figure for problems 13	 4"
 
4"
 
12"
 
13) 	Compute'the perimeter of this- figure.
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Quiz 	#3
 
1) 	 Jeanne loans her rooinmate $500 at 7% simple interest
 
per year. How much interest will Jeanne earn in 8
 
months?
 
2) 	 A new savings account of $750.00 earns 3% interest
 
compounded quarterly. Compute the balance at the end
 
of one year.
 
3) 	 How many years it will take to double your money if
 
your beginning balance is $1,000.00 and earns 10%
 
interest compounded quarterly?
 
Write in words these amounts as they would appear on a
 
check.
 
4) $1,022.00 ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — 
5) $3,427.58 '; ^ ■ — ■ ■ ' ■' ' —— ^ 
6) $60.40 . , —^ ^ —— 
7) Find Mike's average monthly income, based on these 
weekly incomes: $284, $292, $418, $350, and $470­
8) Find Cecilia's average monthly income if her biweekly
take-home pay is $764.00. 
Naomi budgets her monthly income of $1,725.00 as shown 
below. Find the amount of money•allotted for each, item in 
problems 3-12. 
9) Housing (27%) =
 
10) Food (19%) = :—
 
11) Clothes (18%) =
 
12) Gifts (13%) =
 
13) Transportation (23%) =
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Appendix D
 
(Final Exam)
 
Final Exam
 
Amount of Sale Tax Amountof Sale Tax
 
16.01- 16.20 .81 26.01 -26.20 1.31
 
16.21- 16.40 .82 26.21 -26.40 1.32
 
16.41- 16.60 .83 26.41 -26.60 1.33
 
16.61- 16.80 .84 26.61 -26.80 1.34
 
16.81- 17.00 .85 26.81 -27.00 1.35
 
17.01- 17.20 .86 27.01 -27.20 1.36
 
17.21- 17.40 .87 27.21 -27.40 1.37
 
17.41 - 17.60 .88 27.41 -27.60 1.38
 
17.61 - 17.80 .89 27.61 -27.80 1.39
 
17.81- 18.00 .90 27.81 -28.00 1.40
 
18.01- 18.20 .91 28.01 -28.20 1.41
 
18.21- 18.40 .92 28.21 -28.40 1.42
 
18.41- 18.60 .93 28.41 -28.60 1.43
 
18.61- 18.80 .94 28.61 -28.80 1.44
 
18.81- 19.00 .95 28.81 -29.00 1.45
 
19.01- 19.20 .96 29.01 -29.20 1.46
 
Directions Solve the following problems.
 
Use the5%sales tax chartfor problems 1—2.
 
1) 	 Dominic purchases a table lamp for $19.56. Compute the
 
total cost,including a 5% sales tax.
 
2) 	 Mario buys a rug for $21.67 and a floor mat for $3.50.
 
^^^d the total cost, xncludxng a 5% sales tax.
 
3) 	 Wanda works as an electrician with the Current
 
Electric Company. She earns $18.35 per hour with
 
time and a half after 40 hours. If she works 42 hours
 
Monday through Friday, how much will she earn?
 
4) 	 One day Wanda works from 8:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.,
 
lunches until 1:30, and then works until 5:45 P.M. How
 
many hours does she work?
 
5) 	 Paul receives 19^ for every radio he wires at Benton
 
Electronics. How much will he earn if he completes the
 
wiring on 123 radios?
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 6) 	 Amanda buys a hew car whose base price is $7,680.00.
 
She orders an AM/FM stereo radio for $165 and an
 
automatic transmission for $475. She pays $475 for
 
transportation and handling. What is the total price
 
after she receives $1,125 for her trade-in?
 
7) 	 Determine the actual cost, including interest, of a
 
$3,340 used car with a down payment of $175 and 48
 
monthly payments of $73 each.
 
Liability Insurance Premiums
 
Personal Injury	 Property Damage
 
Area 10/20 20/40 40/80 75/150 5 10 25 50
 
High Risk $210 $470 $610 $835 $72 $84 $99 $148
 
Average Risk $167 $339 $470 $620 $56 $69 $77 $98
 
Low Risk $140 $229 $340 $489 $48 $52 $61 $73
 
8) 	 Michelle wants to buy a 40/80/10 liability insurance
 
policy. How much will the total premium be if she
 
lives in an average risk area? Use the premium table
 
above.
 
9) 	 Geoffrey is a lab technician and earns $9.35 per hour.
 
What are his wages for 40 hours?
 
10) 	Estimate Geoffrey's annual wages, based on 48 weeks.
 
11) 	What is the total cost of a pair of shoes priced at
 
$27.99, with a 5% sales tax?
 
12) 	What is the total cost of 3 pairs of socks priced at
 
$1.59 a pair, with a 6% sales tax?
 
13) 	A suit regularly costs $355.95. Bob buys it on sale
 
for $238.35. How much does he save?
 
14) 	A dress normally sells for $35.95. How much does the
 
dress cost after a 20% discount?
 
15) 	Eric's income is $726 every two weeks. Use the
 
renter's rule to compute the most Eric should spend
 
for rent each month.
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Write in words these amounts as they would appear on a
 
check.
 
27) $1,324.00
 
28) $3,137.43
 
29) $70.20 .
 
30) Find Mike's average monthly income, based on these
 
weekly incomes: $254, $272, $438, $320, and $490.
 
31) Find Cecilia's average monthly income if her biweekly
 
take-home pay is $624.00.
 
Naomi budgets her monthly income of $1,325.00 as shown
 
below. Find the amount of money allotted for each item in
 
problems 3-12.
 
32) Housing (25%) =
 
33) Food (21%) =
 
34) Clothes (117%) =
 
35) Gifts (14%) =
 
36) Transportation (23%) =
 
Use the following tax table for problems 37-40
 
Tax Tab!e Based on Taxable Income
 
If 1040A,line if 1040A,line
 
19,OR 19,OR
 
1040E2,line? And you are— 1040EZ,line7 And you a
 
At 
least 
But 
less 
than 
Single 
(and 
1040EZ 
Manied Married 
fifaig filing . 
jointiy sepa-. 
Head 
of a 
house 
At 
least 
But 
less 
than 
Single 
(and 
1040EZ 
Married Married Head 
filing filing of a 
jointly sepa house 
filers rately hold filers rately hold 
25,000 25,000
 
25,000 25,050 3,972 3,754 4,472 3,754 26,000 26,050 4,252 3,904 4,752 3,904
 
25,050 25,100 3,986 3,761 4,486 3.761 26,050 26,100 4,266 3,911 4,766 3,911
 
25,100 25,150 4,000 3,769 4,500 3.769 26,100 25,150 4,280 3,919 4,780 3,919
 
25,150 25,200 4,014 3,776 4.514 3,776 26,150 26,200 4,294 3,926 4,794 3,926
 
25,200 25,250 4,028 3,784 4,528 3,784 26,200 26,250 4,308 3,934 4,808 3,934
 
25,250 25,300 4,042 3,791 4,542 3,791 26,250 26,300 4,322 3,941 4,822 3,941
 
25,300 25,350 4,056 3,799 4,556 3,799 26,300 26,350 4,336 3,949 4,836 3,949
 
25,350 25,400 4,070 3,806 4,570 3,806 26,350 26,400 4,350 3,956 4,850 3,956
 
25,400 25,450 4,084 3,814 4,584 3,814 26,400 26,450 4,364 3,964 4,864 3,964
 
25,450 25,500 4,098 3,82-: 4,598 3,821 26,450 26,500 4,378 3,971 4,878 3,971
 
25,500 25,550 4,112 3,829 4,612 3,829 26,500 26,550 4,392 3,979 4,892 3,979
 
25,550 25,600 4,126 3,836 4,626 3,836 26,550 26,600 4,406 3,986 4,906 3,986
 
25,600 25,650 4,140 3,844 4,640 3,844 26,600 26,650 4,420 3,994 4,920 3,994
 
25,650 25,700 4,154 3,851 4,654 3,851 25,650 26,700 4,434 4,001 4,934 4,001
 
25,700 25,750 4,168 3,859 4,668 3,859 26,700 26,750 4,448 4,009 4,948 4,009
 
25,750 25,800 4,182 3,866 4,682 3,866 26,750 26,800 4,462 4,016 4,962 4,016
 
25,800 25,850 4,196 3,874 26,800 26,850 4,476 4,024 4,976 4,024
 
25,850 25,900 4,210 3,881 4,710 3,881 26,850 26,900 4,490 4,031 4,990 4,031
 
25,900 25,950 4,224 3,889 4,724 3,889 26,900 26,950 4,504 4,039 5,004 4,039
 
25,950 26,000 4.238 3,896 4,738 3,896 25,950 27,000 4,518 4,046 5,018 4,046
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16) 	If Eric pays $325.00 for rent each month, what is his
 
total rent paid in one year?
 
17) 	Ms. Burke earns $30,500 per year and plans to buy a
 
house. Use the banker's rule to determine her maximum
 
allowable mortgage.
 
18) 	Leo wants to buy a house for $123,000 with a 20% down
 
payment. How much will his down payment be?
 
19) 	Tom buys bus fare for himself and his 7-year-old
 
nephew. Full fare is $21.50. Children under 12 ride
 
for half fare. What is the total fare for both
 
tickets?
 
20) 	Sophie buys a couch for $834.00 after a 20% discount.
 
What is the regular price?
 
21) 	Tony buys a desk on sale for $409.60. If the regular
 
price is $539.00, what is the percent of discount?
 
22) 	Barbara buys a kitchen table on December 24 and uses
 
the 90-day plan. By what day must the total be paid?
 
It is not a leap year. ^
 
Use the figure for problems 13
 
2"
 
2"
 
6"
 
23) 	Compute the perimeter of this figure.
 
24) 	Jeanne loans her roommate $450 at 7% simple interest
 
per year. How much interest will Jeanne earn in 8
 
months?
 
25) 	A new savings account of $650.00 earns 3% interest
 
compounded quarterly. Compute the balance at the end
 
of one. year.
 
26) 	How many years it will take to double your money if
 
your beginning balance is $2,000.00 and earns 10%
 
interest compounded quarterly?
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Filing Status Taxable Income Tax Due 
37) Single $25,150 
38) Married, filing jointly $26,225 ■ 
39) Head of the Household $39,235 
40) Tianna's taxable income is $26,278. Her employer 
withheld $5,646 for the year. Deteormine the amount to
 
be refunded or the balance due. Yianna is married,
 
filing seperatly.
 
Amount Refund - Balance Due
 
(Circle One)
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